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G The BG News
"A Commitment to Excellence W

Monday Feature
by Aimee Lewis

Weather causes hardships
Physically challenged deal with many winter obstacles

The BC Newa/Nalkaa Wallace

University student Paul Mortimer uses his wheelchair outside of
the University Union last week. Mortimer said he has encountered
■ ^ ach day, physically
M ■* challenged people are
faced with many hardships on
campus, not including the
extra strain of rain, snow and
ice.
The winter months can
create tough times for those
who are disabled. Slippery
roads, sidewalks and snowbanks can can cause injuries if
not properly taken care of.
In order to prevent any obstacles for these students,
Robert Martin, vice president
for operations, said his department makes sure all the

sidewalk and ramp entries are
cleaned and salted.
In extremely adverse weather, transportation is provided
for the disabled on campus, he
said. Shuttles equipped with
loading systems and on-call
vans are available for physically challenged persons.
These students may also use
the Campus Escort Service and
the BG Taxi service to get
around in bad weather, according to Robert Cunningham, coordinator for disability resources.
"I'd even pick them up my-

only one major problem this winter because the snow wasn't adequately removed near Overman Hall.
self in times of emergency," he
said.
In addition to the transportation offered on campus, there
are volunteers who act as escorts for the disabled students
on campus.
Cunningham works with 215
students, faculty and staff
members who need accomodations because of a disability.
In order to assist these people, Cunningham said he sends
memos to plant operations on
campus with students' schedules so that the building entrances and walkways will be

cleared and safe in time for
them.
He also makes a list of the
buildings which need special
attention depending on the
weather conditions.
"The grounds people do a
real good job" Cunningham
said.
Becky Utz, a radiographer at
the Wellness Center, said it
was important for all students
to take caution in the winter
and look out for themselves
and one another.
See CHAllENCED, page 3.

'Black-on-black' crime rises
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - African Americans committing crimes against
each other a "self-inflicted genocide" that has African-American
leaders looking for ways to call a
truce.
Every African-American person murdered last year in Cincinnati died by the hand of another African American, The
Cincinnati Enquirerreported
Sunday.
African Americans aged 14 to
25 were "almost completely responsible for the epidemical
rise" in violent crime during the
last decade within the city's
African-American community.

according to a police study.
"I've never been worried about
white folks and the back-room
conspiracy theories. I'm worried
about what we've done to ourselves over the years," said William Al'Uqdah, an assistant Hamilton County prosecutor.
Coramae Richey Mann, an Indiana University professor of
criminal justice, said black-onblack violence threatens the
race.
"Either way you look at it,
whether from the victim's or
offender's standpoint, it is a form
of self-inflicted genocide," she
said. "I'm saying that we're killing each other, wiping out our
people and not just through mur-
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der, but also through the prison
system where African Americans are being locked away."
In Ohio, African-American
offenders choose AfricanAmerican victims 95 percent of
the time in violent crimes such as
robberies, rapes and assaults,
according to a 1990 National
Crime Survey. Caucasians
choose Caucasian victims 83 percent of the time.
A 1993 city safety department
report said African Americans
were victims of violent crimes 88
percent of the time and offenders
in 83 percent of the cases. Caucasians were likely to be victims or
offenders 10 percent of the time.
There were 42 homicides city-

On her first trip this year
to sell the Clinton healthcare plan,Hillary Rodham
Clinton portrayed the plan's
critics as privileged people
who are out of touch with
the real problems of their
country.
Q Page 5.

Black-on-black
Crime
S In Ohio, African-American
offenders choose AfricanAmerican victims 95 percent of
the time in violent crimes such as
robberies, rapes and assaults.
</ Caucasians choose Caucasian
victims 83 percent of the time.
/ On average, black-on-black
killing occurred every two weeks
in Cincinnati last year. White-onwhite slayings occurred every
three monihs.

The University's Reading
Center on Saturday Introduced its newly re
visedReading Improvement
Program, designed to place
greater emphasis on helping children collectively.
□ Page 4.

Israelis to leave
Gaza strip soon
says Arafat
by Alexander G.HIgglns
The Associated Press

DAVOS, Switzerland - Israel
and the Palestine Liberation Organization will reach a final
agreement
"very soon" for
Israeli withdrawal from
the Gaza Strip
and Jericho,
PLO Chairman
Yasser Arafat
said Sunday.
Israeli Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres
stopped short of any predictions
on the arduous negotiations, but
Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr
Moussa told reporters that the
PLO-Israel talks had cleared all
the major hurdles.
"We would like to have a comprehensive peace," Peres told a
privately organized gathering of
political and business leaders
from around the world. "Let's,
Mr. Chairman, stop the follies of
our own generation," Peres added in a speech that steered clear
of specifics.
Peres told reporters, however,
that many differences remained
to be resolved.
Among major issues are security arrangments for the new
Palestinian areas that will meet
Israeli demands for keeping out
terrorists while not infringing on
the Palestinian sense of
sovereignty.
Moussa, who has been actively
involved in the negotiations here,
joined Arafat in taking an upbeat
view of prospects. He announced
that he expected both sides in
Cairo soon to sign their accord,
which he said was almost final.

Later he told reporters the
signing would be within 10 days.
"This really is the final stage,"
he said, adding that all the major
issues had been resolved and
only some "finessing" remained.
The issue of security was resolved by an agreement that
would keep Israeli agents from
being visible, Moussa said, apparently referring to suggestions
that they would be behind oneway mirrors.
Israel Radio cited Egyptian
sources as saying the only remaining issue was the size of Jericho, and that there would be
joint Israeli-Palestinian patrols
in Gaza, apparently referring to
securing roads to Jewish settlements.
After both sides reported a
good start Saturday night and
possible agreement by midday
Sunday, the Israelis started emphasizing the many areas of disagreement that must be addressed before Israel will agree
to pull its troops out of the areas
to be ceded to the Palestinians.
"We are on our way to bypass
all the obstacles which had been
raised in the last weeks ... to have
very soon, very soon the final
agreement to start directly the
implementation of the peace
agreements," Arafat told the
forum.
Both leaders told the business
leaders of the need for Investment in the Middle East to
build a stable economy that will
enable peace to endure. Arafat
said the Palestinian areas would
have a free-market economy, and
a U.S. official noted that Washington was inviting business
leaders to a discussion Feb. 7-8 to
promote investment in the
Middle East.

Federal Reserve
may raise rates
by Martin Crutslnger
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - For President Clinton, the economic news
could hardly be better - the
fastest economic growth
in six years,
declining federal deficits
and the best inflation performance in
two decades.
But the big
question is
whether Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan is about to step in and
play the Fed's traditional role of
party pooper.
Many economists believe that
the central bank is about to start
boosting interest rates to slow
economic activity and keep inflationary pressures from getting
out of hand.
Greenspan was scheduled to
give the Fed's assessment of the
current state of the economy to a
congressional committee Monday, the first time he has done so
since July. In addition. Fed policymakers will meet Thursday
and Friday this week to review
their Interest rate policies and

The women's basketball
team knocked Akron out of
Anderson Arena with a
91-59 trouncing, Saturday.
The victory Improved the
Falcons' record to 13-3
overall and 7-1 in MAC.
□ Page 7.

set targets for money growth for
the new year.
Many analysts believe that the
central bank is preparing to do
something it has not done since
1989 - raise interest rates to
dampen economic growth - and
that Greenspan could set the
stage for that change during his
congressional appearance.
"There's a widespread opinion
on Wall Street that the Fed will
have to tighten at some point,
perhaps soon," said Bruce Steinberg, an economist at Merrill
Lynch in New York. "If the Fed
actually wants to do that,
Greenspan is going to have to
start explaining why."
That is certainly an explanation the Clinton administration
would like to hear. The administration has made low interest
rates the centerpiece of its economic program and sees no
reason that with inflation remaining low, that situation has to
change anytime soon.
With the global economy still in
the doldrums, with world oil
prices falling because of soft
demand and with continued
weakness in labor markets, the
administration insists that consumer prices this year will be as
moderate as last year, when they
rose just 2.7 percent.

Cloudy with a chance of
flurries In the morning. Becoming partly sunny in the
afternoon. High around 20.
Variable winds 5 to 10 mph
becoming west. Chance of
snow 40 percent.
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BGSU should look
closer at FSUCard
LJ tudents at the University rarely come
together and agree on any one specific topic. The
only one which seems to unify students into one mutual conviction is the belief that the University's
system of doing business is slow and inefficient.
A new University system could be modeled after
the one being used at Florida State University in Tallahassee.
FSU's new system uses something which is called
the FSUCard. The card looks very similar to the picture identification/debit card in use here at the University, except it does much more than pay for meals
and get students into hockey games.
The FSUCard enables students to pay not only for
food, but also for clothes, long-distance calls yid tuition. The card is also widely accepted by the merchants situated around the FSU campus.
The card allows students to have their financial aid
refunds deposited directly into their debit card account and also gives them access to copies of their
academic records and schedules.
All of these wonderful services can be accessed
from a machine, similar to ATM machines, which are
situated around campus and a number of off-campus
locations.
A similar service could be adopted at this University since we are already using a debit type system to
pay for meals. The technological limit of the card
would only need to be expanded a bit to include a
myriad of new services to students.
A BGSUCard system would do away with such
things as long lines in the Bursar's office and appointments for bookstore charges. Bills, tuition and
general fees could be paid for with just a push of a
button.
It would alleviate the wait and charges for transcripts and schedules, as well as rid the manual aspect needed to operate these existing services.
The same magnetic strip which allows students to
buy a tuna melt in a MacDonald cafeteria would also
allow them to go into town for a more appetizing
meal.
The application possibilities and efficiency of a
BGSUCard would be virtually limitless.
If FSU can do it, why can't BGSU?
The BG News Staff
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Clinton is a typical liberal
President's address is a conflict between emotion and commitment
President Clinton delivered his
first state of the union address,
and to many it sounded good. It
was just like every other speech
given by a liberal: it was totally
based on feelings.
At times, Clinton said things
which made people feel good, and
he then said words which played
to people's emotions of concern.
More than half of the speech was
taken directly from a Republican
discourse. The parts of his
speech dealing with crime, welfare and family values have been
the central issues of concern to
Republicans and conservatives
alike. The following is an analysis of the president's speech.
First there will be excerpts from
the speech, followed by an analysis of what Clinton said.
"This Congress produced a
budget that cut the deficit by half
a trillion dollars, cut spending
and raised income taxes on only
the wealthiest Americans."
None of this is even close to being true, except for the fact that
a budget was passed and is supposed to cut the deficit by a half a
trillion dollars. It didn't cut the
deficit by a half a trillion dollars.
If a democrat cuts spending, it's
done in a few areas only to increase spending elsewhere. This
isn't reducing spending. Well,
maybe to a Democrat it is. They
did not raise taxes on "only the
wealthiest Americans," they
raised everyone's taxes up and
down the line. Some paying more
than others, but everybody is
paying more. This administration
continues to get away with lying,
and no one even challenges them.
"We must literally transform
our outdated unemployment
system... and just as we must
transform our unemployment, so

Rick
Hackbarth
must we also revolutionize our
welfare system..."
This goes along with what I
said last week, even though welfare will not be abolished. President Clinton went on to say that
the welfare proposal will no
longer support teenagers who
have children out of wedlock, and
only support those couples which
stay together as a family. It's finally good to see a Democrat
support family unity and not illegitimacy. This is a big turnaround from Clinton's position
during the 1992 campaign. He
hardly uttered a word on family
values. Clinton also attacked
parents who don't pay their child
support, another big part of the
welfare problem. Most importantly, he said the government will
give support for up to two years,
after that one must work. This
goes along the same lines of the
welfare program currenty being
tested in Wisconsin. This is still
more important than health care,
and should be addressed first.
"Tell it to the 58 million Americans who have no coverage at all
for some time each year."
I would like to know where
Clinton gets his health-care figures. This is an enormous jump
from the figure he gave last year.

It just shows the president can
distort things and get away with
it.
"Now those who commit
crimes should be punished, and
those who commit repeated violent crimes should be told when
you commit a third violent crime,
you will be put away and put
away for good ■ three strikes and
you are out."
It's about time Americans get
tough in our position on crime.
The three strikes and you're out
proposal was initially proposed
by Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, in
last years Senate crime bill. Another version was proposed by
Sen. Trent Lott, R-Miss., and this
three strikes version only includes violent crimes committed
against a person. I have another
suggestion, how about two
strikes and you're out. Why
should a person have to commit
rape or murder three times before being put away. Let's make
it two strikes, and youne out.
These harsh new crime measures
will be hard for liberal Democrats to vote on, for they tend to
be easy on criminals and let them
back on the s'treets. When any
tough crime bill passes, credit
should be given where it's due, to
the Republicans and not to the
president.
"And let's be honest, we all
know something else, too. Our
problems go way beyond the
reach of government. They're
rooted in the loss of values and
the disappearance of work and
the breakdown of our families
and our communities...."
Well, It's about time the president is being honest, but he stole
these lines. Where was Clinton
during the campaign of 1992
when the subject of family va-

lues came up? Nowhere. I'm
pleased to see Clinton address
the state of the family, for it's the
very fiber which holds this country together and makes it great.
When a family unit is strong, you
also find a strong respect for life.
Something not found in people
who come from dysfunctional
families, many of who are the
same people who commit atrocious acts of crime. The loss of
values is the core of the many
problems which exist in our society today.
"We can not renew our country
when, within a decade, more than
half of the children will be born
into families where there has
been no marriage."
This is amazing, the sacredness of marriage is given value
by a liberal. It's almost unheard
of. The high statistics of divorce
has finally awakened people to
the fact that there is a problem.
At i In ■ same time, we cannot
renew our country when there is
a lack for the value of life, evident in the one million abortions
being performed a year and supporting euthanasia of the elderly.
It's time to regain respect for the
sanctity of life.
"Many Americans still haven't
felt the impact of what we've
done..."
This is probably the last statement President Clinton should
have said, because it's the most
important one. We have yet to
feel the effects of Clinton's deficit-reduction plan, and many
other things. Clinton's first year
may have been his best year, but
everything which follows will be
the things which define his
presidency.
Rick Hackbarth is a weekly
columnist for The BG News

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Too cold for class,
too cold for bars
The BG News
It has been nearly two weeks
now, and there are still people
1 out there complaining about the
I president's decision to keep the
1
University open despite the ex' treme temperatures which hit
our area. Columnists Melendez
and Cook have made it quite
clear that they disagree with
Olscamp's decision to keep the
University open, and that is fine.
But, to go on about it for two
weeks is a waste of space in The
BG News. This ongoing complaining was evident In their
January 28th column. The editorial was not even about the
weather or the decision not to
close the school, yet they felt the
need to make mention of it in
their title (And the Prout sign
said Olscamp sucks frostbitten

the credibility out of your argugoats).
ment.
They have also done some
Joe Scaf f idi
"research" concerning student
Graduate Student
attitudes about the decision to
stay open. This research conMass Communications
sisted of going to the bars on that
night (when temperatures were
so cold that they felt school
should have been canceled) and
talked to people about it. It's
funny how the weather was too
The BG News
bitter (in their estimation) to atI wholeheartedly agree with
tend classes, but it was not bad
the column "Olscamp should
enough to keep them home and
walk for a change" in the Thursaway from the bars.
day, Jan. 20 edition. As a resident
My feeling is this, it is fine to
of Kreischer Quadrangle, I can
disagree with declrion makers at either walk 20 minutes in the
this or any other university.
freezing cold to get to class or I
can wait 20 minutes In the freezHowever, complaints about the
decision to "force" students to
ing cold to catch the shuttle bus.
attend classes despite nasty
Personally, I don't care for either
weather should be made careful- solution.
I think it is completely stupid,
ly, especially when placed in
print. Admitting that you went to foolhardy, and rid I culous to have
classes when the wind chill facthe bars on a day when you felt
tor is minus SO degrees. Even the
school should have been closed
United States government has
due to inclement weather takes

School should
have closed

more sense because they closed
several offices on Jan. 19 due to
cold weather. The United States
Air Force suspends outdoor
operations whenever the wind
chill hits minus 50. They do this
for a very good reason - at this
degree of coldness, flesh will
freeze within thirty seconds.
How many of us can get to classes within thirty seconds? I know
for a fact that I sure can't do it.
I really hope the next time the
National Weather Service issues
a wind chill warning and says, "If
you don't have to be outside,
don't go outside," President Olscamp remembers that there are a
few other people he has to think
about besides himself. For my
fellow students, I give the advice
that nothing is more important
than your health and well-being not grades.
Jane E. Cole
Sophomore
Elementary/Special Education
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THEY
SAID IT
"It's very disappointing. I almost feel
like a failure."
-Jude Nelson, juror in Lyle Menendez's case who
wanted a first-degree murder conviction

4

In the spirit

Tuesday
• The Cultural Diversity Players present "Welcome to
the Real World" In Founders at 10 p.m. The event marks
the beginning of Romance and Responsibility Month.

Wednesday
• The men's and women's basketball teams play host to
the Eastern Michigan Eagles in Anderson Arena. The
women tip off at 5:45 p.m. with the men following at 8
p.m.
• The world premiere production of "Breakfast Anytime'
by James Bunzli opens at 8 p.m. in 411 South Hall.
Performances will also be presented at 8 p.m. on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday and at 2 p.m. on Sunday.
Admission is $2. Seating is limited.

Thursday
Relationships on the Road, an interactive drama creating scenes of romance, relationships and responsibility,
will take place in Kreischer Dining Hall at 9:30 p.m.

Friday
The men's tennis squad hosts Butler University at the
Findlay Racquet Club at 3 p.m.
The Falcon hockey team hosts the Illinois-Chicago
Flames at 7 p.m. in the Ice Arena.

Saturday

APPh0Io/S.ndr.J.W.m

Karen Wilson, led, and Leslie Montague display (heir Super Bowl
decorated fingernails, that were done by nail artists at The Strand

hair salon In Hutchinson, Kan., Friday.

• The men's and women's track squads host Akron,
Ashland and Central Michigan at 11:30 a.m. in the Field
House.
The Falcon hockey team hosts the Ohio State Buckeyes
at 7 p.m. in the Ice Arena.
The men's and women's basketball squads travel to
Kent to take on the Golden Flashes. The women's action
begins at 5:15 with the men following at 7:30.

CHALLENGED
Continued from page 1.

"Slow down and take time to get
where you need to be on campus," she said.
Paul Mortimer, a student who
uses a wheelchair as a result of
injuries sustained in a motorcycle accident, said he has only encountered one major problem
this winter because the snow
wasn't adequately removed near
Overman Hall.
Besides that, Mortimer said he
is "110 percent self-efficient and
does fine." While on campus,
Mortimer uses his electric
wheelchair to go from class to
class, lie said he relies on the
shuttles and vans or on the taxi
service to commute to campus
from his apartment on the south
side of Bowling Green.
On the other hand, there are
some disabled students who find
problems with the University's
accomoil.it ions for the disabled.
Jen, a student who declined to
give her last name, was born with
a congenital hip dislocation and

walks with a limp.
Although she does not use a
wheelchair, she performed a
three-day experiment in one as a
part of a class assignment.
She found ramps to be steep
and difficult to use. She said this
pertained to both outdoor ramps
and those in buildings such as
Founders.
Jen also said she thought there
was too much snow and ice by the
curbs, making it difficult for students in wheelchairs to move.
However, Jen said helping the
disabled is not the sole responsibility of the University administrators.
"I find a lot of professors who
won't do anything for fear of losing their jobs," she said.
Jen also said 90 percent of people she meets are willing to assist
her and others, but are afraid to
ask.
"Asking questions doesn't
offend anyone. It's better to ask
than to ignore," Jen said. "If people's attitudes don't change, this
University won't change."

Valentines'$ Day
"Love flfotes"
Let your Valentine know how much you care with a Valentine love note made
especially for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You
can even add a color to your message for S5 to make it extra special.
Name
Address

v
v

1x5
Display ad
up to 60
words
$20

1x3

Display ad
up to 35
words
$10
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Hit the Appalachian Trail!
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Size □ 1x3 = S10 □ 1x5 = 820
□ Classified = 8
Color O YES
□ NO = 8
Word Count
Message:

3 line minimum
80 a per line

Info Meeting
7-9 PM Feb 2 Taft Rm: Union

Phone#

Classified ad

* Don't want to boke on the beoch *
this Spring Dreok?

Find out cost, equipment needs, sign up info
General Info mtg

Soc. #

T

Trishla,
Roses are red,
violets are blue,
Happy Valentines Day
from YOU KnOW Who!

m Detach A ntn to 214 West Hall before the deadline. #

Deadline - Tuesday, Feb. 8 v 214 West Hall »5PM» Publication - Monday. Teb. 12
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Center introduces new Union protests apathy
improvement program
by Nicole Pankuch
News contributing writer
The University's Reading Center on Saturday introduced its newly revised Reading Improvement
Program, designed to place greater emphasis on
helping children collectively.
The center is designed to help students have better reading skills. The new program will give students the opportunity to work in groups as opposed
to one-on-one tutoring, according to Michael
French, director of the Reading Center.
They will be instructed by graduate students
pursuing advanced degrees in reading.
French said he believed the individualized instruction used in the past did not "develop an atmosphere of cooperative learning with" the students.
"The new program will help the children find
success in a group situation and work in a collaborative effort," he said.
Before each session, the instructors gather to
discuss the lessons for the day and share concerns
and ideas about the students.
The students will be organized into "homerooms" headed by a team of graduate students who

^^ ^^^^1

will be responsible for determining the needs of
each student.
The children are grouped according to age, he
added.
French said he hopes the graduate students will
benefit from working as a team, helping children
with reading and writing deficiencies.
Most of the instruction will occur in groups,
however individual attention is still very important to "ensure maximum growth" for the students
during the three months they are at the center,
French said.
Although the format of the center's programs
have changed, the University still places emphasis
on making reading and writing enjoyable for each
child, he said.
Creativity plays an important part in the learning program where each homeroom develops a
theme related to the students' interests. Activities
also are varied from classroom instruction to include skits, field trips and puppet shows.
"Past experience has shown us that creativity is
a tremendous tool in making reading and writing
enjoyable activities for kids," French said.
The orientation session was Saturday with 10
regular two-hour sessions following every Saturday from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

School districts divided
Toledo's two-district plan considered racist, unfair
both of which are predominantly Toledo Public Schools. "It's allowed to continue because the
white.
"I've never understood this," people in the central city don't
TOLEDO - Toledo is divided
into two school districts in a plan said Fred Hammer, the father of have the money or clout to
some call unfair and others con- a fifth-grader. "What is the change it."
Crystal Ellis, Toledo superinsider racist, TJie Blade reported rationale for Toledo having two
separate school districts? I'd tendent, declined to be interSunday.
Toledo Public Schools, which much rather have my daughter viewed byThe Blade. She could
has 39,000 students, contains the go to Washington Local, but she not be reached Sunday because
city's poorest areas, many of can't. I see that as a form of dis- her number is unpublished.
crimination."
them predominantly black.
"Making one big district
"Having these two school
The other district, Washington systems is blatantly racist," said doesn't serve anybody," said Ken
Lola Glover, director of the Co- Bishop, Washington Local's
Local, has 7,300 students. It comprises the industry-rich north alition for Quality Education, a superintendent. When asked
and the commercial-rich west, group representing parents in whether the current situation
was fair, he said, "This was set
up in the '50s, and we have simply attempted to provide to the
EARN EXTRA MONEY
best of our ability education for
DELIVER TELEPHONE BOOKS
our students."
No Experience Necessary
Deliveries Start Immediately
After World War II, the Washington
Township area grew and
45 people needed to deliver your new
officials considered annexing
GTE Bowling Green Telephone Directories in:
into Toledo.
White House, Liberty Center, Bowling Green, Grand Rapids,
Many Washington Township
Weston, Pemberville, McComb. Findlay, N. Baltimore, Van Buren,
residents did not mind because it
and surrounding areas.
would mean lower taxes and betTo become an independent contractor you must be at
ter police protection. But they
least 18 years old, have the use of an insured car, van, or truck,
did not want to give up their
and be available a minimum of 5 daylight hours daily.
schools.
The Associated Press

To Reserve a route in your neighborhood
Call 1-800-827-1200 Ext. 345
Between 10am-6pm Mon thru Fri
AMERICAN DIRECTORY SERVICE CORP
EOE

So Toledo leaders agreed to let
the residents join the city but
keep the schools separate. Municipal taxes from the new homes
and factories would go to Toledo,
but school taxes would go to
Washington Local.
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The BG News/Ross Weltzner
Employees of the Community Nursing Home brave the cold as they protest the lack of concern on the
part of the management for the residents of the nursing home.

Nursing home employees strike, cite lack of concern
by Julie Tagliaferro
assistant managing editor
About 30 employees of the Community Nursing Home, 850 W. Poe Road, protested Friday
against what they consider the management's
lack of concern for patients and staff.
The protest signified the first day of a strike,
which is taking place in an attempt to have the
center's management hire more workers and
respect the employees' newly formed union.
In a statement sent to area newspapers Jan.
17, employees collectively wrote that they were
concerned about the facility being understaffed
even below the levels required by state law.
Therefore, there are not enough people to give

the residents adequate care, according to the
statement. Residents often go without daily
showers, receive cold meals and are unsupervised, the employees said.
"We are barely meeting the basic physical
needs of the people we care for," the statement
read. "We have pleaded with the management of
the nursing home to increase staffing levels, but
our requests have fallen on deaf ears."
The employees said they chose to form a union
in order to have some control at the center.
However, since the union formed, Beverly Enterprises, the chain which owns the center, has
made workers watch anti-union videos instead
of working, the statement said.

FSU students benefit from
bank-affiliated photo I.D.
College Press Service
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - For
students at Florida State University in Tallahassee, paying tuition and buying books now can be
as easy as showing their ID
cards.
The identification/debit card
also can be used to buy food,
clothes, tires - just about anything. The FSUCard can be used
to pay for a haircut, make a longdistance call, pay overdue library fines, even get money from
an automatic teller while traveling abroad.
The debit card operates
through Tallahassee State Bank
and is now covered by the Honor
ATM system across the Southesast and the Plus Network
worldwide. It looks like a regular
photo ID card with a magnetic
strip on the back.
"This technology has amazing
possibilities," said Bill Norwood,
associate director of University
Computing Systems.

In December, students at FSU
became the first in the United
States to have the option of paying their tuition through their
university ID/debit cards.
About 200 local merchants also
honor the debit card and receive
free advertising when the university announces where the
card can be used. About 40,000
students, professors and employees hold the cards.
In December students also
started using the cards for
requests for refunds of tuition
and other fees. Students can simply have the money deposited in
their FSUCard account, which
gets the money to them faster.
The FSUCard is the first campus identification card to be fully
integrated into the banking
system.
"Our main focus was service to
our students and getting rid of
costly, old manual services,"
Norwood said.
Since the program was developed in 1990, FSU officials

have been consultants to more
than 50 universities in similar
systems.
FSUCard holders will soon be
able to receive financial aid from
granting agencies directly into
their FSUCard accounts.
In addition to being a debit
card, the ID card is being set up
to be used as a doorkey for resident students.
The university is refitting exterior doors of residence halls to
replace keys with FSUCard. The
card system will open locked
doors automatically, making access easier for handicapped students. It also protects students
by notifying security when residence hall doors are propped
open.
By summer, the university
hopes to complete a kiosk in a
local shopping mall for students
to access transcripts, their
grades, admission requirements,
job offerings or financial aid
services at the touch of a screen.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 3L9 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Prison repairs security flaws Clintons defend
The Associated Press

LUCASVILLE, Ohio - A $25 million reconstruction plan at the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility will repair damages from an
April riot and make changes designed to improve security.
The renovation of L Block began Jan. 17
and was expected to be completed April 27.
Security at the construction site is strict.
Doors from L Block to the rest of the maximum-security prison have been welded shut.
The renovation is expected to correct
many of the cellblock's security flaws, discovered during the riot that began April 11.
One guard and nine inmates were killed during the 11-day siege.

Among the changes, cell doors will be controlled electronically from an enclosed room
on each of the eight ranges, said Carl Groeschen, project manager for the Sherman R.
SIIu>ot Co. of Columbus.
Officers no longer will carry keys.
Prisoners took keys from officers and unlocked all of the cell doors in L Block during
the riot.
The enclosed rooms will be made of indestructible glass, much like the materials used
at ice hockey rinks and bank teller windows,
Groeschen said.
Steel reinforcement will be added to walls,
making the stairwells safe havens, Groeschen said. Officers who sought refuge in the
stairwells during the riot were taken hostage
when inmates punched through the walls
with weight-lifting bars.

The 12-acre recreation yard for inmates
from L and K blocks will be divided by two
12-foot-high fences of razor wire, with SO
feet of no-man's land in between, said Deputy Warden David See. A guard tower will
be built in that space, he said.
About 300 prisoners were in the yard when
the riot broke out.
Cells will have bunk beds made of a heavy
metal and bolted to the walls. Special light
fixtures that cannot be taken apart will be
installed because prisoners have used parts
from the lights to make homemade knives.
Stainless-steel sinks and toilets will replace porcelain models.
"It's all designed to deter access and to
[avoid fixtures] being used as weapons,"
Groeschen said.

Utilites California's hospitals
could may not be quakeproof
face
ash bill
by Brlgltte Greenberg
The Associated Press

by John Challant
The Assocated Press
COLUMBUS - Utilities
that burn coal to generate electricity may face new limits when choosing sites to
dispose of fly ash. People
who live nearby may
breathe easier as a result. '
The House passed a bill to
prohibit private companies
and public agencies that
want to build fly ash landfills off their own property
from using sites within
1,000 feet of residences,
schools, hospitals, or
prisons.
Now the legislation goes
to the Senate.
Rep. John Bender, D-Elyria, introduced the bill in
response to a Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Co.
fly ash project in Lorain
County.
"I believe that this bill
will help protect citizens
from the danger of living in
the immediate proximity of
fly ash dumps," Bender
said.
He said Ohio is the only
one of 17 top coal burning
states that does not classify
ash as solid or hazardous
waste.
"The bill will help to
avert environmental property and health damages,"
Bender said. He said the
dumps pose dangers from
dust, especially for people
with allergies, and seepage
into water.
The Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency on Jan. 6
issued air and waste water
permits allowing CEI to
proceed with its fly ash
project. Special water, air
and ash monitoring was required in response to local
residents' protests.
Patricia Madigan, EPA
spokeswoman, said fly ash
is not harmful to the environment when properly
handled.

Close,

LOS ANGELES - More than
two-thirds of California's hospital buildings don't comply with
the latest safety standards and
could fail in a major earthquake,
according to a state report reviewed by The Associated Press.
The Hospital Seismic Safety
Act, passed after 50 people died
in the collapse of two hospitals in
the 1971 Sylmar quake, holds
hospitals to stricter standards
than other buildings but is enforced for new construction only.
Hospitals built before 1973.
when the law took effect, weren't
required to make structural upgrades, the report said. Several
damaged in the Jan. 17 Northridge quake were among them.
St. John's Hospital and Health
Center in Santa Monica is closed
for at least six months while the
north wing, built in 1952, is demolished and major cracks and
structural damage to other sections of the hospital are repaired.
The main in-patient building at
the Veterans Affairs hospital in
Sepulveda, built in the 1950s, was
severely damaged. Its walls are
coming apart and it may have to

be razed. More than 300 patients
were sent to other hospitals after
structural damage, and power
and water outages forced evacuations.
The 1973 law requires new
buildings to have reinforced
steel beams connecting walls and
floors, stronger doors, braced
equipment, detailed evacuation
plans and other special safety
measures.
A 1983 amendment requires
hospitals to have more powerful
systems to dispatch backup electricity, water, telephone lines,
ventilation and life-supporting
oxygen.
The hospital industry contends
it would be too costly -- up to $25
billion - to upgrade old structures.
"Since over 50 percent of the
hospitals in California are losing
money in patient care, I don't
know where the money is going
to come from," said Roger Richter, a spokesman for the California Association of Hospitals and
Health Systems, which represents about 500 of the state's 548
hospitals.
State Rep. Rusty Areias, D-Calif., proposed laws in 1990 and

Health-care reform
to reduce welfare
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Requiring welfare recipients to work could mean
creation of a huge public jobs program for 2.3 million people, according toone preliminary Clinton administration estimate.
That figure has been discussed at the Department of Health and
Human Services, administration officials said Saturday. But they insisted the number has little significance.
"The 2.3 million number is irrelevant and misleading," said department spokeswoman Melissa Skolfield.
A senior administration official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the figure was discussed at a Jan. 14 meeting at the department.
"The 2.3 million number was based on the initial run of the computer model and it did not account for the effects of current policy,
health reform or for other policies," the official said.
The Clinton administration still does not know how many parents
will be pushed into a job after two years on the welfare rolls, the official said, adding, "It's certainly not going to be 2.3 million."
The official stressed that the administration intends to take steps such as health-care reform - designed to reduce welfare rolls dramatically.
President Clinton has said health-care reform will reduce the welfare rolls by 1 million families. Many parents choose welfare over
work because - unlike many minimum-wage jobs - it comes with
health insurance.

Close,

Close!!

1991 that would have required
hospitals to advise patients
whether buildings complied with
the latest codes.
"The public has a right to know
we are exposing our most feeble
and vulnerable citizens to structures that can't stand up to seismic events," Areias told the AP.
The powerful hospital lobby
was successful in getting the
measures blocked, arguing such
a rule would be unfair.

"Why have the public think
that a hospital building is dangerous when their supermarkets,
churches and other buildings are
even at a lower level?" Richter
said.
The report, compiled in 1990
by the Office of Statewide Health
Planning and Development, was
based on a survey of 490 of the
588 facilities then operating in
California.

244 E. Wooster

352-0717

LAS VEGAS (AP) - On her first trip this year to sell the Clinton health- care plan, Hillary Rodham Clinton portrayed the
plan's critics as privileged people who are out of touch with the
real problems of their country.
"You know, there are some people in Washington who say, 'Oh,
there's no health-care crisis,'" Mrs. Clinton told patients and
their families at a Nevada hospital Friday.
"I don't know where those people have lived," she said. "I
don't know who they talk to every day."
Mrs. Clinton repeatedly cast critics of the Clinton plan as
those with secure health coverage, who question the need for an
overhaul because their own coverage insulates them from the
fears and crises of those without it.
President Clinton echoed that theme Saturday in his weekly
radio address, saying the only people who say there is no healthcare crisis are "right here in Washington, where so many ... enjoy secure health benefits at reasonable cost paid for by the taxpayers."
The key, Mrs. Clinton said Friday, may be to make the privileged feel some vulnerability, and show them the benefits of
caring for those who are worse off.
"You know, people get sick and have accidents without any of
us being able to predict it and they end up in the hospital. And if
they can't pay for it, we all pay for it eventually anyway," Mrs.
Clinton said.
"So we're all in this together.... We're all paying for it."
At the University Medical Center in Las Vegas, Mrs. Clinton
spoke with Americans who, despite their best efforts, could not
get basic health coverage: Mothers, fathers, senior citizens,
everyone's next-door neighbor, with ideals and values shared by
many.
She related their experiences to doctors and government officials at a health-care forum later that day at the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas.
"Those are just stories from one hospital in one city, and I
hear stories like that every day," Mrs. Clinton said. "And I hear
them from people you'd be proud to call your neighbors, people
who wait on you in restaurants, people who build your houses,
people who take care of your cars, people who provide you services and are doing the best they know how to do."
Among them was Pamala Hinkley, a mother of four who is
pregnant with her fifth child. She told Mrs. Clinton she is uninsured because she and her husband, who is a paralegal, could not
afford insurance premiums for both her and the children.
She said she would deliver her baby without anesthesia, to
save the $1,200 it would cost.

TIME IS
RUNNING
OUT
GET TO

Management Inc.
Huge lbdrm, 215 E.RwRd.
all utiH Included except elec. 9 1/2
or 12 Mo. lease. Starts at $300/mo.

•$
Management Inc.

Management Inc.
(419) 353-5800
Slop in our office located at 1045 N.
Main St. for a complete list of opts, we
haw awilable.
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Small Building
Frontier housing
Houses
Fox Run
HavenJBtlae
Manor g
Piedmont
Birch wood Place

Need to take your laundry home to
Mom? 1048 N. Main SI. Apt., are
nice size, 1 bdrni., unfurnished,
S300/mo. w/12 mo. lease.
Laundry facilities on premises.

Rental Office -3S2-937

Located in the Cherryuood Health Spa
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DELTA GAMMA FRATERNITY
Proudly announces its 25 new initiates
Alicia Benninghofen
Julie Brown
Cindy Coe
Julie D'Amico
Janet Dragonette
Jennifer Freer
Jen Gandolfi
Erika Hostasa
Jennifer Knott
Jenn Lepresto
Jennifer Luntz
Tara Mitchell
Stephanie Pape

1

Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Greenbriar Inc.

by Nila lelyveld
The Associated Press

A team of licensed structural
engineers conducted the survey.
Hospitals participated voluntarily on the condition they not be
identified in the report.
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Amy Pfisterer
Jodi Pierce
Kelly Polk
Abby Scarbrough
Tara Scare
Jen Schwartz
Amy Scott
Susan Taylor
Kristen Vogel
Kelly Walker
Amy Wiesner
Lisa young

CONGRATULATIONS! You Made it
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South African Two relief agencies
serial killer
evacuate Somalia
not yet found
by Thomas Wagrer
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
MITCHELLS PLAIN, South
Africa -- The child-killer who
has terrorized a coastal community for years may have
struck as recently as the past
week, police said Saturday.
Police have linked the socalled "Station Strangler" to
the murders of at least 19 boys
since 1986. When the killings
appeared to have stopped in
1992, police surmised that the
killer was dead or in prison on
other charges.
But 10 bodies have been
found in Mitchells Plain, near
Cape Town, since Jan. 20.
Police spokesman Capt. John
Stirrenberg said a 12-year-old
boy whose body was found
Wednesday appeared to have
been buried for no more than
three days.
The latest victims have
ranged in age from 8 to 12
years.
The strangler, who police
say is the deadliest serial
killer in South African history,
is believed to lure his victims
from railway stations before
sodomizing and strangling
them.
The known victims were all
from Mitchells Plain, a community of racially mixed descendants of blacks, whites,

Malays and Hottentots.
Frightened parents in Mitchells Plain have vowed to

Police have linked
the so-called
"Station Strangler"
to the murders of at
least 19 boys since
1986. Ten bodies
have been found in
Mitchells Plain,
near Cape Town,
since Jan. 20.
find and execute the strangler.
Police have urged residents
not to become vigilantes.
Nine deaths were linked to
the Station Strangler between
1986 and 1992. Most of the victims were found buried in
shallow graves with their
hands tied behind their backs,
and most had been sodomized
and strangled.
On Jan. 20, the body of an
11-year-old boy was found.
Tuesday, a firefighter stumbled on the graves of two
12-year-old boys while monitoring a bush fire near Mitchells Plain.

MOGADISHU, Somalia - Two
international relief agencies
have evacuated their staffs from
a city in southern Somalia after
their warehouses were attacked
by looters, and one accuses Italian soldiers of ignoring its
request for protection.
Clan elders rushed to the area
to investigate reports that the
looting involved gunmen allied
with the city's new governor. If
that link is confirmed, it could be
another blow to a U.N. program
creating local democratic
governments throughout Somalia.
Attacks on relief agencies appear to be increasing now that
troops from the United States
and many other countries are
withdrawing and militias are vying for power.

dered or fled.
The World Food Program says
the attack was one of the worst it
has suffered since U.S. Marines
began arriving 13 months ago to
protect relief workers fighting
Somalia's famine. It also came

"The U.N. troops are
responsible to
provide protection
for relief agencies,
but they don't have
the same amount of
men as they used to
have before all the
withdrawals began."
Major Chris Budge,
United Nations
spokesman

only two weeks after a WFP
But U.N. officials said Satur- worker from England was kidday that their soldiers have napped by gunmen in Mogadishu
never ignored a request for help for three days.
from relief workers under attack.
The relief agency on Thursday
suspended its operation in Belet
The problems in Belet Huen, Huen and evacuated its one non200 miles north of Mogadishu, Somali employee.
began Wednesday night when
about 50 gunmen looted 340 tons
Another relief agency. Save
of food from a World Food Pro- the Children, evacuated its two
gram warehouse.
international workers after a
No shots were fired after the crowd of Somalis gathered outagency's guards either surren- side its warehouse Wednesday

and tried to persuade Its security
guards to help them loot it.

Although the crowd dispersed
after the guards refused. Save
the Children radioed nearby Italian U.N. soldiers "to maintain
our level of confidence and tell
them we may need them to guard
our people in an evacuation,"
said program manager Richard
Burge.
"But they categorically refused to offer army support to
expatriate Somali personnel
working in humanitarian operations," Burge said in an interview
in Mogadishu Saturday.
He also said that when his
agency complained to the U.N.
military command in the capital
and it told the Italians to radio his
people in Belet Huen, they ignored the order.
On Saturday, U.N. officials and
the Italian military denied that
Save the Children ever requested
their help, but said so few soldiers remain in Belet Huen that it
may be difficult for them to
protect relief agencies that are
attacked.
"The U.N. troops are responsible to provide protection for relief agencies, but they don't have
the same amount of men as they
used to have before all the withdrawals began," said Maj. Chris
Budge, a U.N. spokesman.

Germans
cover up
AIDS
scandal
The Associated Press
BONN, Germany -- A
government health agency
hushed up for six years
suspicions that hundreds of
patients received AIDStainted blood during transfusions, the federal health
minister said Saturday.
The apparent cover-up,
also disclosed in the newspaper Bild, could reawaken
a scandal over AIDStainted blood that scared
and angered Germans last
year. The scandal had died
down by November.
Health Minister Horst
Seehofer said that in 1988
and 1989, the Federal
Health Office in Berlin was
told by a pharmaceuticals
company that "several
hundred" people may have
been treated with tainted
blood products it had sold.
Seehofer said the agency,
which monitors pharmaceutical companies,
didn't tell him of the suspicions until he asked on Friday.
"It's an outrage that despite the public discussion
of the past few months the
Federal Health Office did
not make this public on its
own," Seehofer said.

/^HOME FALCON HOCKEY THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY - 7 P.M.!
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Pick up your ticket during the week at Memorial Hall or show I.D. at the door for admission.

Seniors...
You're Out!
(Of rime)

Last

5
days
in our last portrait session.

Demand is
heavy, so
Walk-ins accepted! Ceme to 28
West Hall, 10 a.m.-l p.m.;2- 6 p.m.
daily. Walk-ins accepted!

Preschedule your portrait session by calling
1 -800-969-1337 or 1 -800-969-1338 '
This is your last session
and your last chance. Call now!
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Hoops teams cling to second
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by Marty Fuller
News sports writer
In order to be a superior team
you must be able to beat the
teams that you are expected to
beat.
The underdogs, the lightweights, and the cellar-dwellers
should fall in defeat at no expense to your team.
The women's basketball team
proved this Saturday by knocking Akron out of Anderson Arena
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Women unchallenged in blowout over Akron
with a 91-59 trouncing. The victory improved the Falcons' record to 13-3 overall and 7-1 in
Mid American Conference
games. With the defeat the Zips
fall to 4-12 overall and 2-6 in
league competition.
A good part of the scoring
spree for the Falcons was due to
the efforts of Lori Albers, who
returned to the starting lineup

for the first time since her knee
injury. Albers scored the first
two points for the club and got
the mismatch underway.
"I think Lori is playing very inspired ball," head coach Jaci
Clark said. "She is playing every
game as hard as she can and she
deserves to be moved back into
her starting spot."
Albers led all scorers with 19

points. She also contributed four
steals, two assists and five rebounds.
While Akron couldn't stop Albers, the Falcon defense was able
to hold the Zips' leading scorer to
one point. Diane Greenwood, who
is averaging 11.3 points a game,
was only able to convert one free
throw late in the game.
The Zips' Jen Swartzwelder
seemed to be the only problem
for the Falcons. Swartzwelder
went 6 of 14 from the floor and 6
of 8 from the free throw line to
lead Akron scorers with 18.
The inanimate Akron club
never led against the Falcons. BG

was able to keep their intensity
up throughout the contest, unlike
their slide In the second half of
the Central Michigan game.
"The team realized that they
went flat in the second half
against Central and they didn't
want to repeat that performance," Clark said. "They came
out and learned from their last
experience and they made sure it
wouldn't happen again."
Susie Cassell exemplified this
intensity with a scrappy play late
in the game.
With BG up by 29 points with
five minutes to play Cassell was
knocked to the floor while drib-

bling the ball. She did her best
Curly Neal impression and slid
across the floor while still dribbling. When she got to her feet
she dished the ball to Albers who
put up the shot.
Albers missed but Cassell went
to the floor again and fought the
rebound away from the Zips. She
spotted Albers underneath.
shoveled the ball to her and this
time Albers got the bucket and a
foul to go with it.
After Albers hit the free throw
Cassell's efforts pushed BG
ahead 83-51, the largest margin
of the game.
"We were outmatched at every
position. Bowling Green played
See WOMEN, page nine.

Lowly Zips give men problems,
but BG pulls away in second half
by Mike Kazlmore
assistant sports editor

The BG Ntwi/Nalku Wallace

Falcon point guard Susie Cassell looks for an open teammate to pass the ball to during BG's 91-59 win
over the Akron Zips Saturday. The women's basketball team raised its all-time record against the Zips
to 16-0 with the win.

After struggling through the
first half against a zipless Akron
squad the men's basketball team
took control of the game in the
opening minutes after intermission and posted a 70-57 victory
Saturday night.
The win kept the Falcons, 11-5
overall, 5-2 in the MAC, one game
behind front running Miami (6-2)
in the conference race. Meanwhile, the Zips left Anderson
Arena still in search of their first
league victory as they dropped to
6-10,0-7.
After falling behind by as
many as seven points in the early
going the Zips rallied, behind a
strong 55 percent shooting performance from the floor, to gain
a 28-28 tie at the half way point.
"I thought in terms of executing and shooting the basketball
that's probably as good a half on
the road as we've had this year,"
Akron head coach Coleman
Crawford said.
The Zips, playing their fourth
game in eight days, however,
were not able to keep pace with
the Falcons in the opening
minutes of the second half. BG
started the second stanza with a
14-2 run and never relinquished
the lead the rest of the way.
BG center Shane KlineRuminski said that the Falcons'
spurt after intermission was the
key to the game.

"I think it was probably the
most important part of the
game," Kline-Ruminski said. "It
was very important for us to
score the first basket of the second half and set the tempo for the
rest of the game."
With 13 minutes left in the
contest BG pulled out to a 46-35
lead after Kline-Ruminski hit a
little jumper in the lane. That
would be the only field goal that
BG would connect on over the
next eight minutes. BG also
struggled at the free-throw line
during this span as they missed
on six of its 11 attempts.
But, unlike the Central Michigan game where BG collapsed in
the second half, the Falcon defense protected their lead until
the offense was able to regroup.
It was freshman guard Antonio
Daniels that finally got the
offense back on track. With just
under five minutes remaining,
and BG clinging to a seven point
lead, Daniels pulled off the play
of the game.
With the shot clock winding
down Daniels drove past his man,
spun around another and then dished off a perfect pass to Floyd
Miller who capped off the play
with a thundering two-hand slam.
Daniels scored eight of his 15
points over the last five minutes
of the game.
"I thought that Antonio Daniels
did a heckuva job for Bowling
Green when things had to be
done," Crawford said. "He

played with much more poise
than a freshman. I thought he
made some big plays in the
course of the game."
Daniels' dribble penetration
also opened things up for other
Falcons as BG used their balanced offensive attack to hold on
for the win.
"It's a situation where Bowling
Green has a lot of weapons,"
Crawford said. "You can shut
them down for a while, but to
shut down that many good
players for a whole game is difficult."
After building a 23-16 lead at
the 7:55 mark of the first half the
Falcons' offense went into hiding
as was only able to score five
points while the Zips were able to
pull even.
"I thought the game was
played at Akron's tempo for the
first 20 minutes," BG head coach
Jim Larranaga said. "It was almost like both teams were satisfied to be tied at the half."
"I told the guys at halftime that
I wanted them to go out and play
our game and control the tempo,"
Larranaga said. "I thought that
we went out in the first four or
five minutes (of the second half)
and established our game and
were able to take command."
Kline-Ruminski lead all
scorers as he poured in 20 points
while Torrey Kershaw paced the
Zips with 15.

repeat as champs
Smith runs wild in Super win

APpkM*

ATLANTA - The Dallas
Cowboys are champions again
and the Buffi to Bills are the
undisputed k'ngs of the Super
Bowl flop.
The Cowboys and the
Bills both
made Super
Bowl history
Sunday,
thanks to two
unlikely
stars, James
Washington
and
a
Smith
redeemed
Leon Lett.
Washington, a backup safety,
had a hand in 17 of Dallas'
points as they beat the Bills
30-13 and won their second
straight NFL title and sent Buffalo to a record fourth straight
Super Bowl defeat.
No franchise in the history of
American team sports has lost
the championship game four
straight times.
Emmitt Smith ran for 132
yards and two touchdowns as
Dallas became the 10th straight
NFC team to win the league's
title game by outscoring the
Bills 244) In the second half
after trailing 13-6 at halftime.

But it was Washington who
turned the game around as the
Cowboys became just the fifth
team to win in consecutive
years and tied San Francisco
and Pittsburgh with four Super
Bowl victories.
Washington returned a fumble 46 yards for a touchdown,
intercepted a pass in the fourth
quarter that led to another, and
forced a first-half fumble that
led to a field goal. Both fumbles
were by Buffalo's star running
back, Thurman Thomas, whose
frustration seemed to symbolize the entire team's.
Lett, who has had to endure
two notorious gaffes, made the
play that turned the game,
stripping Thomas of the ball on
the third play of the second
half with Buffalo holding a 13-6
lead.
Washington, whose interception led to Dallas' first touchdown in last year's 52-17 rout of
Buffalo, picked it up and rambled in for the touchdown that
tied the game, changed the
momentum forever and guaranteed Buffalo its place In NFL
history.
Smith and the Dallas defense
then took over.
Smith rushed rushing for 61

of his yards on the next drive,
scoring from 15 yards out to
give Dallas a 20-13 lead. Lett,
Charles Haley, Jim Jeffcoat
and Darren Woodson, meanwhile, all made big defensive
plays to shut down a Buffalo
offense that had rung up 216
yards In the first half.
It was not a great day for
Troy Aikman, last year's MVP.
He was 19 of 27 for 207
yards, but couldn't get the ball
in the end zone in the first half,
when Buffalo's Jim Kelly was
moving the ball up and down
the field with ease, passing for
176 yards before intermissiion.
But Kelly finished with just 260
yards on 31 of 50 passing.
Smith, the league's MVP in
the regular season, added the
Super Bowl MVP award to his
collection.
After being held to 41 yards
on 10 carries in the first half,
he took over after Lett and
Washington had combined to
tie It and Jeffcoat and Haley
had combined on a 13-yard sack
of Kelly on Buffalo's next series.
Dallas then got the ball on its
own 36 and Smith carried for 9
yards, then ran for 3 yards
then 9.7, 14 and 4.

Sports
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Hockey slain by sly Spartans
Michigan State scores three goals in 71 seconds

by Pat Murphy
News sports writer

The Spartans of Michigan State
used three goals in 71 seconds of
the second period to down the
Falcon icers 8-1 and leave head
coach Jerry York confused.
'I think it was the strangest 8-1

game I have ever been involved
in," York said.
With BG still in the game at 3-1
mid-way through the second
period, the Spartans exploded.

The detontator, as he has been in
all the games against the Brown
and Orange this year, was Anson
Carter.
After scoring earlier in the

period on a breakaway. Carter
flew down the left side and slid
the puck through the crease. BG
goalie Will Clarke dove, but
missed it and Chris Slater scored
into the open net at 16:16.
'"wenty-five seconds later
MSU made it 5-1 on Tony Tuzzolino's goal, and 46 seconds after
that it was 6-1 when Chris Sullivan scored.
In just over a minute the Spartans had squashed any hopes of a
BG upset.
•We self-distructed and just
gave them goals from harmless
situations. I thought the four
goals in the second period were
not the result of anything else but
us giving them the goals," York
said.
'Tonight it was a run and gun
game and we had the better goalie," Spartan head coach Ron
Mason said.
MSU goalie Mike Buzak was
the difference. He stopped 38 out
of 39 shots for the game. He had
30 saves after the first two
periods.

"I wanted to play better defensive hockey, but tonight our defense was our goaltender,"
Mason added.
Late in the second period, Buzak stoned Jamie Williams who
was parked in front of the goal,
and MSU turned the great save
into a goal on the other end by
Slater.
'After two periods Buzak had
30 saves, we haven't had that all
year let alone against a team with
Michigan State's defensive
prowess," York said. "I thought
Micheal Buzak played outstanding."
This was the second consecutive game in which BG got over
30 shots, but came away with
only one goal. Tuesday night at
Michigan the Falcons pounded 36
shots on UM goalie Steve Shields,
but lit the lamp just once.
"We are just not capitalizing on
our chances. We just have to
keep swinging," York said.
Clarke's second test as the
number one goalie didn't go as
well as the first. Friday, Clarke

stopped just 26 out of 34 shots,
BG was blownout. Tuesday he
kept the Brown and Orange in the
game.
The big Spartan guns fired
many times on Friday. Carter
had a goal and an assist, Steve
Guolla was the second star with
one goal and two assists and Rem
Murray had one goal.
Carter and Guolla have had
success against BG this year,
Carter has four points in three
games and Guolla has five.
'Bowling Green is a good
hockey club, we try to get up for
a good hockey club. We try to put
some numbers on the beard,"
Carter said.

The lone Falcon goal was
scored in the first period. Jason
Helbing redirected a pass from
Brett Punchard past Buzak at the
13:57 mark. It was Helbing's
ninth goal of the season.
This week's losses leaves BG at
.500, 11-11-2 overall after starting 6-0-1. With Miami and
Western Michigan both winning
twice this weekend, the Falcons
dropped from fourth to sixth in
the conference standings.

Statistics do lie when
it comes to BG hockey
by Brian Mart
News sports writer

The BG Newi/ROM Wcltzner

Bowling Green's Jeff Elvin (14) looks to skate past Michigan's States Nicolas Perrault (2) during the
Spartans 8-1 spanking of the Falcons.
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SPRING BREAK
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March 18 - 25, 1994
Enjoy the excitement and non-stop fun of Spring Break at the
most popular resort destination... choice of 5 Beachfront hotels!
INCLUDES:
' Roundtrip air Irom Detroit (Friday evening departure A return) • 7 Nights hotel
• Transfers between Cancun Airport t hotel • Tour rep services In Cancun

Club Las Perlas

Calinda Beach

194-room hotel on beach, minutes
from downtown with 2 small pools,
1 pool bar, plus two restaurants.

470-room hotel with a large beach,
watersports facility, pool, 2 ban/
restaurants, and close to nightclubs.

Triple *559
Quad $519

Triple «659
Quad 9399
Oasis Cancun
• VERY LIMITtO SPACE •

Casa Maya
327 rooms featuring I -BR Oceanvicw
Suites with living room, refrigerator,
cable TV, 2 pooh, watersports
facility. 3 ban &c 3 restaurants.

Triple *729
Quad *679

50UTH PADRE ISLAND

show for its effort after Friday's
8-1 crushing defeat at the hands
Falcon coach Jerry York could of the Michigan State Spartans.
only describe it as "the strangest
BG put pressure on MSU goal8 to 1 hockey game I've ever tender Mike Buzak from the
been involved with."
opening tip until the final horn,
The numbers
getting off 39 shots in all. Only
support him.
twice this season have the FalDespite setcons fired more shots on net durting season
ing a Central Collegiate Hockey
bests in a numAssociation contest.
ber of statistiYet, for the third consecutive
cal catergories,
game, BG managed to net the
the Falcon
puck only once.
hockey team
BG also managed to play well
only has its
on special teams, allowing MSU
worst loss of
only two power play opportunithe season to
ties, both of which were killed.
The attempts were a season low
for Falcon opponents.
. Defensively, BG allowed 34
shots on goaltender Will Clarke which is five less than it produced.

965 room mega-resort on huge
beach with 3 giant pools, tennis
courts, 4 ban, 5 restaurants, and
entertainment night 6c day.

Triple: *699
Quad '629

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Deluxe Beachfront
Cancun Palace Hotel
Prices MI* par paraon ana In USS, plat
$3i lor daparttna lain and aliport taut.
Cnanar Participant Agiaamant raqulrad

Traoel Charter
INTCHNATIOMAL

DAYTON A BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH

See Your Travel Agent!

KLEVERS
JEWELRY
■ ll'l: I , 1 M.'ll

I2S N M.iin si.
Bowline Own, OH 4.1402

It seems as if every statistic
points to a Falcon victory.
Falcon coaches keep a stat on
completed passes, which indicates how well a team is keeping
possesion of the puck and executing its offense.
"Usually we get about 150
completed passes per game,"
York said. "[Friday], we had almost 200 after two periods.

"The goalie-god was
with me. Poor Mr.
Clarke got the shaft
at the other end, but
we all have those
nights."
Mike
goalie

Buzak,

Spartan

"I wish I could say it was an 8
to 1 game and we were blown out
of the building and that we're not
in the same ballpark with that
team.
"That's what generally happens when it's 8 to 1, you walk
away saying 'Wow', but we're
walking away saying 'Geez, a lot
of the game was back and forth,
yet we made unbeleivable mistakes to give them goals.'"
The problem for BG could not
be seen in the stats. The Falcons
made life difficult for themselves by giving the Spartans
easy goal after easy goal, while
Buzak made spectacular save
after spectacular save.
"I got a little lucky tonight, rebounds were going to the right
places and things," Buzak said.
"The goalie-god was with me.
Poor Mr. Clarke got the shaft at
the other end, but we all have
those nights."
The way things have been going for the Falcons lately, it appears some have them more than
others.

STEAMBOAT
LAS VECAS
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
ORLANDO/DISNEY WORLD
MUSTANG ISLAND

BRECKENRIDCE/KEYSTONE
If | PEHSOM OfPIHOMO ON DESTIMIIOR / «"[« OMES / liHOIM OF SIAr.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ft REStffVATIONS

I1«800*SUNCHASE!

Applications available for the

DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP
The Delbert L. Latta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of Delbert Latta
from the U.S. Congress, where he had served as Ohio's Fifth District Representative for 30
years. He also served three terms In the Ohio Senate.
Up to two $1,000 scholarships (one to Incoming freshman, one to continuing student
who have a minimum of two more semesters of study to complete before graduation) will be
awarded to law-abiding students who possess a minimum GPA of 3.0 and exhibit involement
in campus and/or community organizations. ANY MAJOR IS ELIGIBLE.
Application must reside in the geographic areas represented by Delbert Latta during his
years in public service: the counties. Erie. Fulton. Hancock. Henry, Ottawa, Paulding,
Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca, Van Wert, Williams, and Wood: also the townships of Lyme.
Norwich, Richmond. Sherman and Bellevue City (Huron County). Harding, Jerusalem,
Monclova. Oregon, Providence, Springfield, and Swanton (Lucas County).
Applications are available at the Miletl Alumni Center.
DEADLINE MARCH 7. 1994
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Buzzer-beater lifts UT; Records are erased
Miami in control ofMAC Women's swim team looks impressive
Toledo 78, Ohio 77
TOLEDO, Ohio -- Archie Fuller
missed a 3-point attempt, got his
own rebound and dribbled back
behind the line, then hit the
game-winner with less than a
second left as Toledo beat Ohio
University 78-77 Saturday night.
There were 11 lead changes in

four of the 10 shots Miami of
Ohio hit from 3-point range, as
Miami defeated Ball State 77-S9
Saturday to retain first place in
the Mid-American Conference.
Miami, which leads the conference in offense and 3-point field
goal shooting, connected on 47.6
percent of its 3-point attempts as
it made 10-of-21 shots. Overall,

Michigan couldn't convert, hitting just 1 of 6 from the charity
stripe, while Eastern Michigan
was 15 of 20 from the line.
Tyrone Hicks led the Chippewas with 16 points, Torrey Mills
had 12 and Marcus Culbreth had
11 points and 16 rebounds.
Kareem Carpenter had 11
points and was the only other Eagles player to reach double figures.
Kent 81, Western 63

Basketball'

Roundup
a wild second half, with Toledo
overcoming a three-point deficit
in the last 11 seconds.
The shot by Fuller, who led the
Rockets with 24 points, spoiled a
33-point, 16-rebound night by
Ohio U.'s Gary Trent.
Toledo, 9-7 overall and 4-4 in
the Mid-American Conference,
had led by as many as 12 points in
the first half. But Ohio U., 12-7
and 4-4 MAC, came back from a
40-35 halftime deficit to build a
56-51 lead with 10:03 left on a
Trent jumper in the lane.
After a 6-0 run put the Rockets
back on top, the teams traded the
lead, with Toledo going ahead
73-72 on a pair of free throws by
Scoop Williams with 1:12 left.
A Trent rebound follow at the
51-second mark put the Bobcats
back on top 74-73. A Toledo miss
was followed by Gus Johnson
making two free throws to build
the lead to 76-73.
But with 11 seconds left, Craig
Thames hit two foul shots for
Toledo. One second later,
Thames fouled Johnson and
Johnson missed the first but
made the second foul shot.
Toledo hurried the ball downcourt, with Fuller missing his
first 3-point attempt. But he
came up to retrieve the long rebound, then dribbled behind the
3-point arc and hit the second.
Amid confusion on the floor,
game officials decided there was
.9 second left. Ohio U. was able to
inbound the ball to Gcno Ford,
whose long 3-point attempt at the
buzzer bounced off the back of
the rim.
Williams had 18 points and
Thames 17 for the Rockets, who
hit 27 of 36 free throws while
Ohio U. was 16 of 23 at the line.
Ford added 12 for the Bobcats.

Miami shot 46 percent and hitting 17-of-37 attempts in the second half.
Devin Davis had 14 points and
Derrick Cross scored 13 for
Miami (12^1 overall, 7-1 MAC).
Mark Hardwick topped Ball
State (8-8,4-4) with 15 points.
Miami, which had lost five
straight times to the Cardinals
here, never trailed, and the game
was tied only once. Consecutive
baskets by Hakim, the MAC'S
player of the week when he
scored 50 points in two games
last week, put Miami ahead to
stay 8-4.
A 3-pointer by Hakim with 6:05
left in the first half gave Miami a
26-15 lead, and Ball State never
drew closer than nine points
again.
The last time Ball State trailed
by nine was 61-52 after Jerrmal
Sylvester hit two free throws
with 7:36 to play. Miami responded with a 12-2 spurt to open a
73-54 lead and went on to lead by
as many as 21 points.
The Cardinals played most of
the second half without starting
center David Broz, who struck
his head on the floor while going
up for a rebound. He was taken to
Ball Hospital for a preliminary
examination.
Eastern 74, Central 60

YPSILANTI, Mich. - Brian
Tolbert had 16 points as Eastern
Michigan beat Central Michigan
74-60 Saturday night in the MidAmerican Conference.
The struggling Chippewas
couldn't keep the momentum
from their 58-53 upset Wednesday of Bowling Green. Central
Michigan (3-13 overall, 2-6 MAC)
is ahead of only Akron in the conference standings.
Eastern Michigan (10-6, 5-3)
Miami 77tBall State S9
committed 24 fouls, and head
MUNCIE, Ind. - Landon coach Leonard Drake was assesHackim scored 23 points, hitting sed a technical foul. But Central

Above
Downtown
I6ii*)in«»ss«»s
* 1 bdrm unfurnished
♦Laundry rooms
♦Casablanca Fans
♦Some Dishwashers

NEWIPVE
Itciiliils
.Tilt S. >l.iiii
Our Oiil> Office

352 - 5620

KENT, Ohio - Rod Koch scored
24 points and grabbed eight rebounds as Kent State beat
Western Michigan 81-63 Saturday night in the Mid-American
Conference.
James Johnson hit a 3-point
shot with 16:53 left in the first
half to break a 4-4 tie and give
the Golden Flashes (9-7 overall,
4-4 MAC) the lead for good. Kent
State never trailed in the game
but was tied twice.
Koch hit eight of 12 shots from
the floor, including two 3-pointers, and six of seven free throws
for Kent State, which was playing its fourth game in eight days.
Kent State, shooting 47 percent
in the first half to 33 percent for
Western Michigan (11-6, 4-4), led
46-24 with 1:06 left in the half.
Western Michigan, which
trailed 47-28 at halftime, never
got closer than 62-49 on Mike
Handlogten's 3-point shot with
9:05 left.

WOMEN
Continued from page seven.
well, they are a very fundamentally sound team with great basketball players," Akron coach
Mary Ann Grimes said.
Other leading Falcons that
added to the BG tally were Michelle Shade and Talita Scon.
Shade, who is averaging 16 points
a game, was the team's second
leading scorer with 18 points.
Scott poured in 12 in 25 minutes
of play.
Everything went the Falcons'
way, including a Jenny Kulics'
three-point bomb that hit nothing
but net as time expired.
"We had two good havles.
Everyone came in and did a good
job. They kept their intensity up
and that is what we need," Clark
said.

by Andy Uugan
News sports writer

This weekend was a recordbreaking one for the women's
swim team, as the Falcons set
pool records in both their win
over Xavier and their loss to
Miami.
BG won 44-41 against Xavier
Friday, with sophomore
Heather Williams making a
mark in the 100-yard backstroke as she got the pool record with a time of 1:01.46.
Head coach Brian Gordon
explained that the close score
was a result of swimming multiple exhibitions as well as
having swimmers compete in
events they normally would
not.
"There are some meets on
our schedule that don't bring
out the best in our swimmers,"
Gordon said. "This allows us to
swim different events and
work on different phases of our
swimming. It was nice to swim

without pressure and it gave us
an opportunity to swim the
least likely events than they
normally would do."
Other victories for the Falcons Friday included: the
200-yard medley relay with a
time of 1:58.40; Steph McColley
in the 200-yard individual medley (2:16.28); Josie McCulloch
in the SO-yard freestyle (27.13);
and Lynne Rutherford in the
100-yard free (55.92).
In the second-to-last meet
that Miami University's Billings Natatorium will ever host
before it is torn down, BG
managed to establish some irreplaceable marks in the history of swimming.
The Falcons lost to the Redskins 175.5-124.5, but they
didn't go down without taking a
few pool records with them.
Gordon said the meet was a
season highlight.
"I thought they swam their
best meet of the year," he said.
"On the positive side, several

of our swimmers solidified
their positions as being top
performers in their events or
at least solid contenders. The
records set by our swimmers
will never be broken."
McCulloch, the team's only
senior and captain, and sophomore Cheryl Patteson put their
names forever in the history
books of Miami swimming.
McCulloch won the 100 and
200-yard breaststrokes with
pool records of 1:04.48 and
2:19.15. while Patteson broke a
pool record in the 400-yard individual medley with a time of
4:29.16.
Patteson also won the
100-yard freestyle (53.29) and
200-yard butterfly (2:05.59).
McCulloch's time in the 200
was the 18th time she has gone
under 2:20 in her career. She
also holds the conference's 18
fastest times ever.
"Considering the pool, those
See RECORDS, page eleven.
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Kent Slate
Toledo
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Saturday's Results
Bowling Green 70. Akron 57
Miami 77, Ball Stale 59
Toledo "a. Ohio 77
Kenl Stale 81. Western Michigsn 63
Eastern Michigan 74, Contra) michigan 60
Wednesday's Games
Miami al Akron
Eastern Michigan al Bowling Green
Toledo al Central Michigan
Kenl Stale at Ohio
Ball Slate al Western Michigan
Women's Standings
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Saturday's Results
Bowling Green 91. Akron 59
Toledo 75. Ohio 52
Miami 62. BaU Stale 46
Kent State 81. Western Michigan 10
Central Michigan 69, Eastern Michigan 49

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR

♦
♦

Want to save
:\ •/«£
A LOT of
money this
♦
Semester? ♦

• NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning

4*641 Third st Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380
>*

Use the Catch - A - Ride
carpool directory and put
some of your gas money into
other investments.
For more information, stop by the
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student
Center (ground level of Moseley Hall)
or call 372-2573.

Society For Human
Resource Management
We're working our way up the
ladder of success!
President
Jennifer Reed
EEjp

Vice President
Kim Can
Secretary
Lyric McCandless

The Hatei H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center la a dtUslon of Student affairs.

Application for

Hollis A. Moore Memorial
Scholarship
Deadline: Tuesday, March 1,1994
The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who contribute to
Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in University Community activities.

The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate active participation in
University organizations and be available for a personal interview with the selection committee.
The application must be submitted to the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center
by Tuesday, March 1,1994.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office.

Treasurer
Lisa Ross
Faculty/Alumni Relations
Kristen Foltz
Fundraising
Derric Brown
Internship
Michelle Delli
Conference
Wendy Taylor
TPMA Representative
Eric Tatum
Social
Nancy Aerni
Faculty Advisor
Gwen Jones
Attention: Business, IPC, Psy., All Majors
Call 372-4409 for info.
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Dorsett heads to Hall

Dallas running back leads Canton electees
by Hal Bock
The Associated Press

first time around."
"In my mind, this is the best
fraternity there is."
ATLANTA - Running back
Dorsett arrived in Dallas in
Tony Dorsett led the charge of 1977, two years after White.
six NFL greats into the Pro Foot- Together, they played in five
ball Hall of Fame Saturday, cele- NFC championship games and
brating his election with a shout.
two Super Bowls.
"To the Hall, y'all," Dorsett
Dorsett finished his career as
exclaimed. "Here I come!"
the league's second-leading
He reaches Canton with some rusher and set a record that will
impressive company, including never be broken with a 99-yard
longtime Dallas teammate Randy TD run against Minnesota Jan. 3,
White, who anchored the Cow- 1983. For him, though, winning
boys defense while Dorsett was the Super Bowl in 1978 overshaleading the offense.
dowed his other accomplishAlso elected were Minnesota ments.
coach Bud Grant, San Francisco
Like Dorsett, White was
cornerback Jimmy Johnson, St. elected in his first year on the
Louis tight end Jackie Smith and ballot. He shared MVP honors in
Cleveland running back Leroy the 1978 Super Bowl and played
Kelly.
in nine straight Pro Bowls from
Dorsett finished his career 1978 to 1986. He finished with
with 12,739 rushing yards and 77 1,104 tackles, second most in
touchdowns. That followed a He- Cowboys history.
isman Trophy-winning career at
Dorsett and Kelly are the 20th
Pittsburgh, where he set an and 21st modern era running
NCAA record with 6,082 yards backs elected to the Hall of
rushing and became the first col- Fame. Kelly, who played from
lege player to have three 1964-1973 with the Browns, made
1,500-yard rushing seasons.
it as a senior candidate, a player
"This is the best call I've had in who completed 60 percent of his
a long time," he said when Hall of career 25 years ago.
Fame director Pete Elliott teleKelly backed up Jim Brown for
plioned him with the news. "It's his first two seasons, then requite an honor to be elected the placed Brown in 1966 and rushed

for more than 1,000 yards each of
the next three years. He finished
with 7,274 yards rushing.
Johnson, the brother of 1960
Olympic decathlon champion
Rafer Johnson, played 16 seasons
for the 49ers and had 47 interceptions, second most in club history. He was a four-time All-Pro.
Smith played from 1963-77
with the Cardinals and finished
his career with Dorsett and
White on Dallas' 1978 NFC
champions. He played in five
straight Pro Bowls and finished
his career with 480 catches for
7,918 yards and 40 TDs. He was
the all-time top receiver among
tight ends when he retired.
Grant coached the Vikings for
18 years, compiling a record of
158-96-5. He also won 10 games in
the postseason and led Minnesota
to 11 division championships. His
teams lost four Super Bowl appearances. But he won four Grey
Cups while coaching Winnipeg of
the Canadian Football League.
The Hall of Fame Class of 1994
will assemble for the first time at
next week's Pro Bowl in Honolulu and will be inducted at Canton Julv 30

Bo will know California
The Associated Press

ANAHEIM, Calif. - Free agent
Bo Jackson has tentatively
agreed to contract terms with the
California Angels, according to a
published report Sunday.
Jackson, who played with an
artificial hip in 85 games last
season for the Chicago White
Sox, will be guaranteed less than

G

$500,000 but can earn more than
$1 million with bonuses in the
one-year deal, the Los Angeles
Times said.
The former football player became a free agent three weeks
ago when he rejected Chicago's
arbitration offer.
He will try out for the starting
left field job.
"He's a guy we think can help

us," Angels general manager Bill
Bavasi said. "I think we have a
nice club on the field, but we're
not in position to absorb injuries."
The team is planning to schedule a news conference this week,
the Times said.
Jackson's best year came in
1989, when he hit .256 with 32
home runs and 105 RBIs.

AP photo

Tony Dorsett, seen in this 1987 file r'hoto, beads the list of six NFL greats who were Inducted Into the
Pro Football Hill of Fame Saturday. Dorsett celebrated his election by shouting "To the Hall y'all, here
I come!"

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL WEDNESDAY vs. EASTERN... WOMEN 5:45, MEN 8:00!
Come win CASH ... be a contestant in either of the Halftime Shootouts!

Time Is
DGSU Students
Win a "Spring Break"
trip for 2 to
Panama City
Reservations &
Accomodations
Sponsored by UAO
Two trips
for 2 to be
drawn on the
morning of Feb 9, 1994
Registrations Dates:
Jan 24, 1994-Feb 8, 1994
Stop by McDonalds to Register

Running
Out
for
senior portraits!
Our professional studio photographer is here for only

5 more days!
Call 1-800-969-1337 or 1-800-969-1338 to schedule
your appointment now!

Name:
Phone:
Address:
Entry Deadline Date:

Feb. 8,1994

Drawing Date: Feb. 9, 1994

No purchase necessary to win. Need not be present to win. McDonald's® at 1470 East Wooster St., BG

Your Friends at McDonald's

1470 East WoosterSt.

Walk-ins
accepted.

The KEY office
28 West Hail
10 a.m.-noon;
1-6 p.m. daily

Walk-ins
accepted.

Sports
page eleven
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Skater's ex-husband Mantle in treatment
could be cutting deal for alcohol problem
The Associated Press

by Bob Baum
The Associated Press

PORTLAND. Ore. -- Two
weeks before the Winter
Games are to begin, Tonya
Harding's chances of skating
for the U.S. team and avoiding
criminal charges appeared
bleak as investigators gathered
new evidence in the attack on
Nancy Kerrigan.

Harding's ex-husband, Jeff
Gillooly, spent about two hours
in the Multnomah County
Courthouse on Saturday, reportedly trying to work out a
deal that will reduce his jail
time and implicate his former
wife.
And as investigators in Detroit, the site of the Jan. 6 attack that knocked Kerrigan
from the U.S. Figure Skating

iMILON
AP photo

U.S. figure skater Nancy Kerrigan performs at the 1992 winter
Olympics at Albertville, France.

Championships, reportedly
looked at phone records damaging to Harding, Olympic
officials were considering an
alternate skater for the Games.
Gillooly's attorney, Ron
Hoevet, would not say if Gillooly was there to testify before the grand jury investigating the case. There were indications, however, that the
grand jury was in session Saturday.
Hoevet said he and Gillooly
would make a public statement
on Monday or Tuesday, a
strong indication that Gillooly
planned to enter a plea then.
Investigators in Detroit reportedly have information that
Harding asked for Kerrigan's
hotel room number before the
attack and made several calls
to her bodyguard, Shawn Eckardt, the day of the assault.
The evidence is being gathered in an apparent attempt to
corroborate statements made
by Eckardt, who publicly has
implicated Harding, and Gillooly, who reportedly has said
she was in on the alleged plot.
Gillooly, Eckardt, confessed
hit-man Shane Slant and Derrick Smith, who is accused of
driving the getaway car, all are
free on bail.
Meanwhile, USFSA is
strongly considering sending
13-year-old Michelle Kwan to
the Lillehammer Games as an
alternate, an unusual step.
"It's not completely confirmed," association spokeswoman Kristin Matta said.
"Given the circumstances, it's
definitely a possibility."
Kwan's representative issued a statement Saturday saying she continues to train.

NEW YORK - Three years ago,
a writer asked Mickey Mantle if
he would like to co-author a book
about his 1956 Triple Crown
season.
"Great idea,
but I don't remember anything from that
year," Mantle
said.
Memory loss,
caused by
years of heavy
drinking, was
one of the
Mantle
reasons Mantle
recently checked into the Betty
Ford Center for treatment of his
alcohol abuse.
Mantle's business manager,
Roy True, said periodic black-

G A R M I S C H PARTENKIRCHEN, Germany Austrian Ulrike Maier, winner of
two world titles, died Saturday
after breaking her neck in a terrifying crash during a World Cup
downhill race.
Austrian and German officials
said Maier's right ski apparently
hit a patch of soft snow, causing
her to lose balance and to flip
around.
Her head then crashed into a
timing post, she lost her helmet,
tumbled over several times and
appeared to have been hit by one
of her skis that snapped free.
Officials tried to revive her
with mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and heart massage, said
Karl Flock, a German team doctor who was on the scene. Christoph Kruis, another doctor who
was on the scene, said Maier also
was placed on a respirator.
Maier, 26, then was flown by
helicopter to an emergency accident hospital at Mumau, 15 miles
east of this Bavarian resort, but a
team of surgeons was unable to
save her life.
"She had no chance," Guenter
Hofmann, a co-director of the
hospital, said.
He said Maier was virtually
dead upon arrival at the hospital.
"Her neck was broken, the
main artery was ripped, and no
surgery was possible," Hofmann
said. Maier was pronounced dead
2 hours after the crash.

by Bob Egelko
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO -- The California Supreme Court upheld the
NCAA's drug testing program
Friday in a ruling that may also
weaken privacy rights in the
workplace.
The court said the National
Collegiate Athletic Association's
"legitimate interest" in "insuring
fair and vigorous competition"
and protecting athletes justified
the urine testing program.
College athletes, who undergo
frequent physical examinations
and dress and shower together,
have a "diminished expectation
of privacy," said the opinion by

"It is a black day for all of us,"
Hubert Ostler, chief of the organizing committee, said.
Maier was the first skier to die
as a result of a crash since another Austrian, Gernot Reinstadler, was killed in practice for a
downhill at Wengen, Switzerland,
in 1991.
Italian Leonardo David died in
1986, seven years after crashing
in a downhill at Lake Placid, N.Y.
Two other Austrian skiers died
in recent years. Rudolf Nierlich
was killed in a car crash in 1991,
and Peter Wirnsberger died in a
skiing accident in 1992. Nierlich
won the slalom and giant slalom
at the World Championships at
Vail, Colo., in 1989, when Maier
won her first world title.
At the 1992 Olympics at Albertville, France, speed skier Nicholas Bochatay of Switzerland
was killed when he skied into a
snowplow during practice.
Maier's death, two weeks before the opening of the Olympics
at Lillehammer, Norway,
shocked the Austrian team and
the World Cup circuit.
"We have lost a friend and a
valuable team member," Austrian women's team chief Herwig
Demschar said. "I was near the
AP photo
site of the crash and I knew imAustrian skier Ulrike Maier, shown in a 1993 file photo, was killed
mediately that it was serious."
Maier was one of the pillars of when she broke her neck in an accident during a World Cup downhill
the powerful Austrian team. She race In Germany on Saturday.
gained her fifth World Cup victory last week at Maribor, Slovenia, in a giant slalom.
Maier was the mother of a
4-year daughter, Melanie.

PERFECT OPPORTUNITY
MAKING THE PERFECT PIZZA.

- Jeff Fishbaugh ~
Recognized as last week's

MOST VALUABLE
BG News Production Staff
Member
Congratulations!!!

Mickey Mantle's restaurant in
New York.
Whitey Ford, who was one of
Mantle's closest friends on the
Yankees, told New York's Daily
News, "I just hope he's going to
be OK I know he's always been
concerned about death because
his father died at such a young
age."
Mantle's father died of Hodgkin's disease at 41.
Mantle was hampered by injuries throughout his career, but
still won four American League
home run titles and three AL
Most Valuable Player awards.
He hit a career-high 54 homers
in 1961, but lost the AL title to
teammate Roger Maris, who hit
61 to break Babe Ruth's record.
Mantle finished his career with
536 homers, now eighth on the
all-time list.

Court rules all NCAA
athletes can be tested

Austrian
killed
in
ski
crash
Leaves four-year-old daughter
by Nesha Starcevlc
The Associated Press

outs and memory problems made
the 62-year-old Hall of Famer
"realize it was time to take care
of himself."
True said Mantle entered the
Betty Ford Center in Rancho
Mirage, Calif., about three weeks
ago and is expected to complete
treatment next month. But True
said Mantle understands that his
alcohol problems won't be easy to
overcome.
"He's going to have to continue
his recovery," he said. "It's going
to be over an extended period of
time. He seems very resolute in
the times I've talked to him."
Friends, fans and former
teammates said they hope the
treatment will help Mantle, who
retired in 1968 after 18 seasons
with the New York Yankees.
"He was my idol," attorney
Steve Young told Newsday at

If you are 18 years or older and are looking for a
future, Papa John's® needs Assistant Managers and
Shift Leaders now.
•Upbeat environment
•Management opportunities
•A chance to be part of one of America's fastestgrowing delivery and carryout pizza companies
•More than a job, a futures

Stop in a 1826 S.J£ajn (Next to Big Lots)
BJ~~~y 71.H^r RfyJ

Chief Justice Malcolm Lucas. He
said a requirement that the urine
sample be given in the presence
of a monitor is justified by need
to prevent tampering.
The NCAA randomly tests athletes for drugs at national championship events and football bowl
games. All athletes must consent
to testing before the season to
remain eligible.
The program, in effect since
1986, tests for steroids, amphetamines and several other substances. Testing was recently
eliminated for a category of
drugs that included common
over-the-counter medications.
The ruling overturned lowercourt decisions that exempted

Stanford University athletes
from the testing program since
1988. Those decisions found the
program unecessary and ineffective and said the NCAA had
failed tc show any significant
drug use by college athletes.
Craig Stewart, a lawyer for the
NCAA, said Stanford's unique
exemption had prompted complaints from some other schools.
If the court had issued a statewide ruling against the program,
he said, "the potential disruption
would have been even greater."
In upholding the program
based on a "legitimate interest,"
the court disagreed with most
appellate courts.

RECORDS

backstroke with a season-best
time of 2:08.57, while Pilling
grabbed first place in the 500times are tremendous," Gor- and 1000-yard Freesryles with
don said. McCulloch agreed times of 5:04.90 and 10:20.64.
with her coach.
"Michelle and Jen had tre"I went there to break those mendous meets," Gordon said.
records, but I didn't think I "Losing the first relay put us
was going to go as fast as I behind the eight-ball, but we
did," McCulloch said. "Usua- came right back and won the
lly I feel some pain at this 1000. We swam tough. It would
point In the season, but I didn't have taken perfect swims to
here. It was nice. It's nice to win the meet."
know my records will be the
O'Rourke found the meet to
be her calling card in being
last records there."
Patteson was happy with her where she wants to be this
victories for more than just season.
pool records.
"I had a tough time with illAfter establishing the nesses and injuries at the befastest time in the conference ginning of the season," O'two weeks ago in the 200-yard Rourke said. "I'm finally
butterfly, she faced Miami's swimming fast now."
flyer who won the MidGordon reflected on the
American Conference in that meet as a learning experience
event two years ago.
in preparing for their final
"It was nice to get the pool dual meet of the season.
record in the IM, considering
"Miami reminds me of our
the pool is crappy," Patteson team a year ago," Gordon said.
said. "But l| felt real good to "They cover the events well
beat that girl in the 200 fly. It and have strong leadership.
made me feel good to know This meet, on the negative
that I can beat her."
side, has shown us that we still
Other wins for the Falcons don't have good relays. We
were set by Jen O'Rourke and can't seem to put together a
Michelle Pilling.
winning relay yet. I'm conO'Rourke won the 200-yard cerned with that."
Continued from page nine.

^erfeet ^eueh Salon
Nails-full set fiberglass $32.95
Balance - $17.95
- ask for Hope Haircuts - $9.00
Updo's - $12.00
Perms $35 -65.00
Braids - $ 12.00
High Lights $25 - 30.00
Waxing: eyebrows $5.00
lips $3.50
Tanning 13 vist for $25 & 1 free
'Drrfeel louel, .Salon

20 % Discount on Services w/Penny
good thru 2/21/94
1084 S. Main St.
(Between McDonalds & Wendy's)
352-2812

Classifieds
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page twelve
FOUND set of keys with 4 keys in Union Parking Lot. Found around 5 pm on 1/24. Call
353 2917

CAMPUS EVENTS
ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS!
Th« Ohio Student Education Allocation win
bo hoid*ng Its Spnng Membership Dnvo on
Jan. 31 -Fob. 4 from KM on tho 1 si floor o» the
Education Bldg. Come jom us in our quest to
become better eOucottys'
—ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA'"
W her e shoutd you bo on
. Wadnosday, Fab. 2nd al 8.00 pm??
GENERAL MEETING"'
in PA-HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE"

SERVICES OFFERED
Astrology Services
20 yrs. experience. Class begins Feb. 3

353 5506
Math tutoring Grad. student with experience
and reference. Flexible hours. Call 352-7306

Are you having trouble recruiting members <of
your organization? We can helpi Come to our
"Recruiting New Members Workshop" which
will be held on Wednesday. February 2. 1994
at 7:00 pm in the Alumni Room of the Un on
This workshop is free to all and is sponsored by
SAO ond SOLD. For reservations, call
3722643.

AXO' Laurie Alton ' AXO
Congralulalions on your recent lavalienng lo
Oh© University's Phi Kappa Tau Dave Pearce
Best o'luck II i"
AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO

Questions' 2-2451

352-2356

Will do typing
$i.25/page
Call Vicki 352 3356

PERSONALS

Attention All WBGU-FM DJsl There is a mandatory staff meeting on Tuesday Feb. 1 at 9 00
pm in 121 W Hall AD DJs are expected to be
mere See you ail there fo* the fun'

When you
'lease"
Expected
Campus shuttle. Free Heat. Fully carpeted
Laundry facilities. 24 Hour mamtanace
Winthrop Terrace

BGSU. BLOOOMOBILE
IS COMING!!
Feb. 7- inh(Mon.-Fn.)
1030 am - 4 30 pm each day
NE. Commons
(your one pint of blood could save 4 lives)
Please. Give B lood and
Give the Gift of Life11
if you have any questions, please call
. 3S2-457S

CO-OP STUDENTS:
Now is the lime lo update your dleM
Bring in a new resume
and a NEW copy ol your
unofficial transcript
(free at your college office)
Fall positions go unf llod every year"

ULTRATAN
Ready to warm you up
Hours 10-8 Mon. - Ff.
10TANS$20-20TANS*40
One Free visit with purchase
Across the street from Taco Bell

Attention OSEA membersl
The general meeting is tomorrow
nigh! at 0pm in 115 Education

352-9135

ATTENDTHE
LARGEST LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
AT BGSU
FEBRUARY 18419
REGISTER TODAY
AT
425 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING!

NATIONS

Friends of the Deaf
Feb. 2nd 9 00pm
Ed Bldg 363
Silent Pizza following

*1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruisel 6 Days $279" Trip Includes Cruise ft
Room. 12 Meals ft 6 Free PamesI Hurryi This
Wil Sen Out! 1-600-676-6386.

HEY. COMMUTERS!
HEY. COMMUTERS!
Looking for someone to share a ride to campus
with? Use the Calch-A-Rlde: Carpool Directory. Contact the Off-Campus Student Center 372 2573

»i Awesome Spring Break! Best Trips ft
Pices' Bahamas Parry Cruise 6 Days $279>
Includes 12 Meals A 6 Free Parties1 Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $119! Cancun
ft Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days
From $4691 Daytona $149" Key West $249!
Cocoa Beach $159! 1 -800-678-6386

MONDAY. JANUARY 31
WOMEN FOR WOMEN
Are you cunous to find out what feminism is
7
about Do you like to discuss women's issues?
Come to our open discussion at 9:00 pm in 126
Shatzef Hall.
WOMEN FOR WOMEN
'"94" Suits have arrived
20-50% off selected styles
COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
531 RIDGE -352-8333

CITY EVENTS
Tuesday-16 ME. pounder night -20 cent wings
only at MT Muggy

' Alpha Chi Omega *
The sisters ol Alpha Chi wish to congratulate
Cas« Radcliffe on her recent pearling to Brad
Long Bestof Luckl
AXO

KD ELYSE MIDDLETON KD
Congratulations on your DOSlton
as Genural Chair of
the FMA Spring Fashion Showl
We are so proud of you!
KD ELYSE MIDDLETON KD
XO Chi Omega XO
We Love Our Diamond
Pledges"
XO Chi Omega XO
KD HOLLY HALE KD
Congratulations on your position
as Second Assistant Treasurerl
KD HOLLY HALE KD
"Beginning novel writer desires lo correspond
wilh other writers." Brett Lamour. 2565 Wing.
atoDr . Ti'-oerance. Ml 48182
KDKIMSKALAKD
TREASURER
Congratulations on your posison
as1994TREASURERI

—STUDY IN EUROPE THIS SUMMER"*
Build your resume Gam valuable exp.
3 1/2 day wknds for travel (Swiss, Germ )
Study5wks in France. 1 wk,lfl Belgium
Classes in English. Open to all majors.
Sponsored by the College of Business
Info Meotmg; Wed. Feb 9,9pm 116 BA
For more info call 372-8198

ALL YOU CAN EAT
ITALIAN BUFFET
Monday Night
5:00 - 8:00 PM
1099 S. Main Street
353-5691
Featuring:
6 Varieties of Pizza
Cavatini Supreme
Salad Bar

pSJ^~
K ?*r
"■■»■*•

Breadsticks

Cinnamon Breadsticks

ALL FOR ONLY $4.99!!!

We love you I
KDKIMSKALAKD
KD LORIBENNINGHOFF KD
Congralulalions on your
position as RUSH ASSISTANTI
KD LORI BENNINGHOFF KD
KD MELISSA BEHMKD
Congratulations on your position
as assistant to VP of Pledge Educationl
KD MELISSA BEHMKD
LAST CHANCE TO BOOKI SPRING BREAK
SALE 1994ILOWEST GUARANTEED
PRICES TO JAMAICA. CANCUN. BAHAMAS.
S. PADRE. FLAI ASK HOW TO TRAVEL
FREE'SUNSPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-7710
Loving couple with Chnstian values hopes lo
adopl an infant to be the brother or sister lo
their 2 yr. old adopted son. We will pay cost.
Call 1-708-397-1112 (collect).
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI
CONGRATULATIONS ON NEW OFFICES
OF PANHEL
COLLEEN TREASURER
ALYSON - INTRAMURALS
COURTNEY - PUBLIC RELATIONS
ULNISI ■ LIABILITY
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI
SAVE
SAVE
Hey, Commuters!
Want lo save A LOT ol money this semester'
Use the Caich-A-Ride: Carpool Directory.
Contact the Off-Campus Student Center 3722573

UAO Prizes UAO Prizes UAO Prizes UAO Prizes UAO Prizes UAO Prizes

Men & Women
- play any time at Buckeye Rm.
-$1 atry
, - scoring will be no tap
a>
3 games = total pins

Female vocalist. Big Band Sound. You supply
the voice, we will tram. Call Jose at 1-726 7234

Miscellaneous jobs - lawn, snow & cleaning
etc... Flexible hours. Mon.-Fn. Apply at 316 E.
Merry Apt 3 between 10-4:30

FOR RENT
Mate tu Newer to move In ASAP
Own room, close to campus.
CaHM.lt 353-7310

Subteaser Noededl M or F lo share apt with 2
males. Own bdrni. and bath, appro. $205 per
mo. Call 352-85S6.

INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE: Men's S
Women's Curling ■ Feb. 1, Men's Dbls. Racguetban - Feb 2: Coed Whifflebali - Feb. 18. AH
entries due by 4:00 pm on due date. Pick up
entry forms in 130 Field House.

Roommmate needed lor Spring ol '04. Close to
campus. Rent negotiable. Contact Joyce at
3528687

Subteaser needed, i bdrm.apt.3l8Conneaut
t st month's rent neg. $285/mo. Neil to city
park. Ouiet. Call Teresa 352-6831
Subleasers Needed Immediately
1 or 2 male or female, for Sp . '•M.
Call 354-8102

$700/wk. canneries; $4500.'mo deckhands.
Alaska summer fisheries now hiring.
Employment Alaska 1 -206-323-2672.
""SPRINGBREAK'94""
Cancun, Bahamas. Jamaica. Florida & Padre)
iiO%Lowest Price Guarantee) Organize 15
friends and your trip is FREEI
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
328-7283
1994 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
STILL AVAILABLE. TASP' International la
hiring motivated students to fill management positions throughout Ohio. Earn
J7.0OO-M.O00 this summer while building your
resume and gaining an internship/co-op Positions are open but are filling quickly in Akron.
Canton, Sylvanla, Maumee, Perrysburg.
Lima, and all Cleveland Suburbs. Positions
are fined on a first come first qualified basis.
Call 1-600-543-3792 toga*" more inlormatton.
300 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES
in NY. PA and NEW ENGLAND Instructors
needed for: Tennis, Basketball, Baseball,
Hockey. SwimmingrV/Sl/Lifeguatds, Sailing,
Waler-skling, Windsurfing, LaCrosse. Archery.
Gymnastics, Ceramics, Jewelry, Volleyball,
Soccer, Dance. Dramatics, Equestrian. Fitness, Ropes, Outdoorsmen, Piano Accompanist. Phys. Ed Majors. Nurses, Chefs, etc. Call
Arieneat; 1-800-443 6428 nowl

Adult Services Substitute. We are seeking a
qualified individual K> provide on the job coaching lo persons with mental retardation and developmental disabilities. Must be able to provide transportation to consumers to/from job
site. HS diploma/GED required and Ohio
driver's bcense. $i6.00mour. Application
deadline 4:30 pm on 2/11/94. Applications
available 8 am to 4 pm at Community Employment Services. 541 Pearl St. Bowling Green
OHEOE.
BG Family desires responsible grad. school
husband/wile to house sit A watch 3 older
children hx 2 weeks, Must be available from
4:00 pm • 8:30 am (weekdays) & Sat. ♦ Sun.
References Required. Salary negotiable Call
soon 353-4091 after 5 pm for more info.
BICYCLE SALESPERSON/MECHANIC
Successful westside Cleveland bicycle dealer
seeks experienced salesperson and/or mechanic for full/part-time work dunng summer
season. Call (216)333-9155. ask lor Scon.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2.000/month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World travel. Summer
& Full-Time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call
1 206 634-0466 ext. C5544
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE lo P.O. Box 395,
CHathe.KS 66051.

u

Gain Valuable Sales/
Marketing Experience!
The BG News is looking tor a
TOLEDO LIASON tor (he 1994-95
school year.

Finals Feb. 10 - 7 p.m.
Winners go to Regional Tourn. at
Western Michigan

Call Amy" 372-5546
H.story * English " Foreign Languages
S.P.P.I is looking for Individuals who want to
gam management experience next summer.
Earn (8,000 to $10,000 per summer. Positions
available throughout the midwest. Call Jeff
Griffith 1-600-687-1960.
SALES POSITIONS FOR SUMMER
BGSU Student Publications is hmng NOW
For summer advertising sales fobs
Gam valuable experience while earning $$$
Interviews taking place now.
1 position is avail for a Toledo resident
3 position., are avail, for the BG Market
Don't delay • can Toby or Colleen 2-2606

bPhta/suMl£AJU5
Gain valuable sales experience
If you are spending the summer in BG
and are looking for a part-time job
BGSU Student Publications has 4 openings
Employment starts in May & lasts thru June.
If you need to earn money & build a resume,
call 2-2606 or stop by 214 West Hall.
Temporary, part-time data entry, knowledge of
USMARC helpful 15-25 hours weekly for 4-8
weeks. Applications due February 7. Send to
NWOET at WBGU-TV, BGSU.

CaB Colleen 372-2606
for more information,
GET AHEAD WITH EXPERIENCE!

FOR RENT
1 bedroom furnished apartment for sublease.
Available Immediately 352-5239
22S S College
1-2 bedrm apts, free heat, water a sewer, washer 4 dryer on premises. Call Newlove Rent
al 352-5620. our onfy office
2nd Semester- Subleasing
Reasonable Rales - Close lo Campus
Cany Rentals - 353-0325
316 E. Merry Apartment K3
3 bedroom apartment.
Available Immediately.
354 ■ 8800' We do allow pets.
309 High
2 bdrm apt, turn, free gas heat, water & sewer.
washer a dryer. Call Newlove Rentals
352 5620. our onfy office.
351-03J5 • CARTY RENTALS
Now renting houses A apartments
lor 1994 95 school year
Listings available, renting last.
Office 316 E Merry. Apt. 3
Pick-up listing or we will mail.
3S3 0325 Car ty Rentals
Single room lor male student
Available now near campus.
612 1/2 Seventh St.
Small one-bedroom Bungalow
refrig., stove, al utilities paid
$350 call 1-474-5344
801 » 803 5th St.
2 bdrm apt, furrvunfurn, washer a dryer, free
gas heal, water a sewer. Can Newlove Rentals
352-5620, our only oHice.
CARTY RENTALS
Subleasing single rooms lor 2nd semester.
Call 353-0325
For Rent: 806 1/3 E. Wooeter a 2 bdrm.
apartments no more than 2 blocks from
campus Avail, spring a fall. D&G Rentals.
287-3233.

WANTED: CHILD ADVOCATES
Volunteers being sought tor Wood County
Court Appointed Speoal Advocate Program.
No experience necessary. Must be al least 2i
years of age. If you are interested in helping
area abused, neglected and/or dependent
children, call either Laurie or Denise ai PH#
352-3554 for further information.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800- THIRD ST.
Now renting lor 1994-95
(12nvsch year) and sum *94
Fully furnished 1 Bfl a 2 BR Units.
Eaceitent location. Reasonable rates
Can 352-4966 or stop by
the building. eio.

FOR SALE

Houses a duplexes lor 1994-95 school year.
12 month leases only, starting in May.
Steve Smith 352 8917

1986 Dodge Caravan LE. Loaded Power
seats.new brakes, new radiator. Excellent
condition. 287-3762.
1990 Geo Storm GSI 5 speed 38MPG
LOADED Escellent condition.

2873762
AEROSMITH CONCERT ■ two tenets for
Feb. 25 at Toledo Sports Arena
CALL 354-4278

AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE. EARN BIG $» & TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREE (CARIBBEAN. EUROPE. HAWAII AND MORE>) HURRY) BUSY SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS RAPIDLY APPROACHING. FREE STUDENT TRAVEL
CLUB MEMBERSHIP! (919) 029-4398 EXT.
C 78

Female vocalist Big Band Sound. You supply
the voice, we will train. Call Jose at
1-726-7234.

- $1 charge
*
- Sign up by noon
Feb 1st in Buckeye Rm.
- Pairings available after
Feb 1st in Buckeye Rm.
■ Double elimination

Reading ' Writing * Math * Soence
HELP
Attention Alpha Lamda Delta members
Your TUTORING PROGRAM needs you now!
Be a tutor for local grade school students
with the OUTREACH PROGRAM
We need your help RIGHT AWAY!

HELP WANTED

T

Men&
Women w+ Top 4 finals : Feb 10 - 7 p.m. ^

But you can gain valuable experience
at The BO News.
The BG News has 3 positions available
tor next year in the Advertising Dept
We are looking for ENTHUSIASTIC,
DEDICATED, E AGERmdividuals who
wanttoGETAHEADI

Call 372-2606 for details!

DO' DG ' CINDY • DG' DG
Congratulations on your initiation into
Delta Gamma.
I am SO proud of you1
LITB - Denae
DG-DG'DG-DG'DG'DO

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M.W.DLBS
BLLIARDS - JAN 31 ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00
PM.ONDUE DATE IN >30 FIELD HOUSE

Gel ahead with Ex per lence!
II you are Interested in finding a
job in the Advefbsmg/Marketjng fietdGOOD LUCK WITHOUT EXPERIENCEl

WANTED

Roommate needed for summer. Great apt.
Own Room. A.C Rent neg. Cal Krysbe at
353-7002

HeyALPHA LAMBDA DELTA members
1 Read the ALD ad in the "Help Wanted"
2 Respond to that AID ad'

• i Awesome Spring Break! Panama City1 8
Days Oceanvtew Room With Kitchen $119'
Walk To Best Bars1 Includes Free Discount
Card • Save $50 On Cover Charges1
1-800-678*366.

UAO UAO UAO
Get those creative juices flowing! Enter your
design in the annual Spring Break T-Shlrt
Design Conlesll RULES: ON BACK: 4
COLORS (11"l13") ON FRONT: 1 COLOR
LOGO (3"«3-) SPRING BREAK THEME
MUST HAVE: "BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY" AND "1994". ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY FRIDAY FEB. 11, 1994, 5:00PM IN
UAO OFFICEI WINNER GETS $50 s FREE
T-SHIRT. RUNNER UP: FREE T-SHIRTI
START DRAWING TODAYI
UAO UAO UAO

OELTA SIGMA PI
Professional Bualneea Fraternity
Casual Info. Nighl • Mon. Jan 31
112 Life Soence 9:00 pm
Open to all business majors
Don't J usl Start A Semester •
Start Your Future

GREEKS! CLUBS
EARN
150 - $250 * FOR YOURSELF
plus up to $500 lor your club
This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts
one week. Call now and receive a tree gift.
1 800 93? 0528. Esl.SS.

400 East Napoleon Rd

BG PRO BG PRO BG PRO BG PRO
FIRST MEETING OF THE SEMESTER
SET UP FOR DISTRICT CONFERENCE
7:30 MON. JAN 31 BA 104

iJJPp
''lull.

AGD BASKETBALL AGD
WAY TO START THE SEASONI
GET READY TO DO IT AGAIN NEXT WEEK
GO 94 ALL-SPORTS

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE & CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy tests, support & information. BG PregnancyCenter Call3S4HOPE

"INTO THE STREETS"
Interested in helping your commurnty?
We provide community service and we
want to get you involved
Come to our meeting tonight in
Room 102 BA at 9pm to find out more
And tell a friend'
"INTOTHE STREETS"

LOST & FOUND

1 pair, Ruler Blades, size 11 women
(size 9 men), used. EXCELLENT condition.
$50 00 353-9207 atler 9 pm.

HOUSES FOR RENT
12 mo. leases - May a Augusl
Tenant pays util 'mo dep/local owners
734 Elm. 3 BR/2 bath, wash/dry. 1675/Aug
217 S. College, 3 BR. $550. avail, now.
233W Merry.4BR.$67S/Aug.
316 Ridge. 2 BR. $600. May. gas mclud.
3181/2 Ridge, 1 BR, $300. available now, gas
included.
Call 354-2854 (days)' 352-2330 leves )

Apt. sale. Must sell entertainment center.
book shelves, bed. dressers, etc
Call Teresa 352-6831

Houses-1 a 2 bedroom apartments.
9 month - summer - year leases
3S2-74S4

BMW320I 1983 black w/tan interior
Excellent condition, runs great* $5000.
Call 353 3524

Now leasing
1 -2-3 bedroom apartments a houses
354-8800 • We do allow pels

Clarion 6201CD 6 Disc CD Changer.
New. S340 O BO Call 352-4238

One and Two bedroom apartments. Furnished
or Unfurnished. Available now Winthrop Terrace 352.913$

Hott Sot Up -12" Subwoofers. New
»1 SO (PR.) O B.OCatl 352-4238

One bedroom apartment. 128 S. Summit lor
Summer 94 and 94-95 school year.
1-867-3341.

Jamaica Spring Breakl All inclusive tour at supenor hotel. Sal. lo Sun. flight from Columbus.
Doug (614)298 0879.

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN BG HOME
GRADUATE MALES PREFERRED
Call 352-1631 or 3546701 - Leave Message
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Looking for experience in your major?
Get involved in the Spring Extern
Experience.
March 21-25
Applications now available at:
Mileti Alumni Center,
Career Planning and Placement Services,
&
Dean's Office College of Business
DON'T DELAY!
Deadline for applications:
Feb. 11,1994
Questions? Call 372-6849
Undergraduate Alumni Association

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

| This Year USG Spent Over 32,000 of Your Student Dollars! J
Your Undergratuate Student Government Makes A Difference.
Be a Part of the Difference.
Presidential/Vice-Prcsidcntlal Ticket & At-Large Senator
Elections March 8 & 9, 1994.
PeUtlons for Candidacy Available In 405 Student Services
on Monday, January 31, 1994.
Completed PeUtlons Due February 11, 1994 at 12:00 p.m.
In 405 Student Services.
Mandatory Candidates' Meeting February 11. 1994 at 8:00.
A Different Campus Can Not Be Built By Indifferent People.
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